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Dear Honorable Committee Members:

I INTRODUCTION.

Date:, ___________

Submitted in_ Pi a ^ Committee 

Council File Mo: IL-oW 76

Item No. ___Lt22------ ------- — ■
Qopms 2TWV- ,

This firm and the undersigned represent Hollywood Residents for Responsible 
Development (“HRRD”), Jason Vogel and Bronson Avenue Properties LLC (“BAP”) 
BAP owns the property immediately adjacent to and north of the proposed 5901 Sunset 
Boulevard Project (“Project”). Please keep this office on the list of interested persons to 
receive timely notice of all hearings and determinations related to the Project.

HRRD, Vogel and BAP adopt and incorporate by reference all Project objections 
raised by themselves and others during the environmental review and land use 
entitlement processes before the City of Los Angeles, including today’s hearing before 
the Planning and Land Use Management Committee.
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II. THE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT ARE ALARMING TO 
ANYONE WHO EXPECTS GOVERNMENT TO CONFORM ITS 
ACTIONS WITH DUTIES IMPOSED BY LAW.

The entire Project concept should never have emerged from the first meeting with 
a City Planner - and yet it did. Planning, as that profession is known around the world, is 
dead in Los Angeles. Now the City processes developer requests without real planning.

As set forth herein in detail, the Project violates fundamental concepts of planning. 
For instance, no conscientious Planner would allow a 90-foot parking podium on or near 
the northern property line of this project site when the existing zoning (the “P” Parking 
zoning sought to be erased by the developer using an improper general plan amendment 
and zoning change) placed a restriction against any above-ground structure in order to 
protect the northern residential housing from towering development.

Such existing zoning is consistent with a concept in planning known us 
transitional height restrictions. Yet now when a developer desires to develop this 
property, a grotesque proposal to wipe away zoning restrictions enacted for the specific 
purpose of protecting the property and quality of life interests of adjoining owners and 
tenants has been dutifully approved by the City Planning Director and the Planning 
Commission without any concern or regard for the rights of those who live immediately 
adjacent. This is a stunning dereliction of duty by public officials.

Parcel-by-parcel general plan amendments are outlawed by the City’s Charter, yet 
this express limitation on City powers is ignored as if it does not exist. The ban on 
parcel-based general plan amendments was adopted to enforce a requirement that the City 
plan comprehensively, and to end the pernicious practice of Councilmembers swapping 
the increased land value from parcel-based general plan amendments for campaign 
contributions, non-profit donations, and even bribes. The Development Agreement 
associated with the Project has a “public benefits” program that looks more like a laundry 
list of money payments to buy the silence of potential project opponents or the 
enthusiastic support of shills.

Former City Planning Commission President Jane Usher, who spearheaded the 
project design principles that became “Let’s Do Real Planning,” famously observed 
during the Planning Commission hearing on December 13, 2007: “It’s an instance where 
an applicant asks for the sun, the moon and the stars in a zone where there’s no hint or 
whisper of it being an appropriate request.” (City Planning Commission Hearing,
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http://planning.lacity.org/IntemetCalendar/pdf.aspx?Id=43395 Hearing Tape 2, at 44:33, 
incorporated herein by this reference.) The 5901 Sunset Project is similarly outrageous, 
but orders of magnitude greater and to the extreme detriment of the surrounding 
residential community that was protected from harm by the City zoning - until it wasn’t.

Additionally, although the City is mandated to prepare and circulate an adequate 
environmental review of the Project, the environmental impact report (“EIR”) contains 
fatal flaws that have deprived the public and City decision makers of the information they 
need to understand the Project, its potential adverse environmental impacts, and whether 
or not the City has fulfilled its mandatory duty to mitigate the impacts to the greatest 
extent feasible. Moreover, this EIR was prepared under the direct control of the 
developer and then merely handed over to City officials to review before its release. The 
errors and omissions in this EIR are many, and glaring.

III. THE PROJECT CANNOT LEGALLY MOVE FORWARD DUE TO ITS
MULTIPLE CITY CHARTER AND ZONING CODE VIOLATIONS.

The Developer proposes a 300,000 s.f. building rising to a height of 260 feet. The 
first floor is proposed as a commercial grocery store tenant at 26,000 s.f., and the upper 
floors as a 274.000 s.f. commercial office building. The proposed FAR is 4.5:1. The 
Project proposes to include about twice the parking required for the commercial office 
and grocery store uses: 830 parking spaces in two underground levels and five levels 
above ground necessitating the parking podium rising 90 feet directly above adjoining 
residential properties.

The Developer seeks to change the zoning in two ways:

“Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.32, a Zone and Height 
District Change:

a. For the portion of the project site located 
at 1519-1525 North Bronson from P-1 to 
[Q]C4-2;

http://planning.lacity.org/IntemetCalendar/pdf.aspx?Id=43395
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b. For the portion of the project site located 
at 5901-5925 West Sunset Boulevard from C4- 
1-SN to [Q1C4-2-SN.”1

Under the current general plan land use designation and zoning rules, there is “no 
hint or whisper” the Project is an appropriate request. The current land use designation in 
the Hollywood Community Plan is Highway Oriented Commercial, which includes 
footnote 12 that limits density on this property to 1.5:1 FAR. This land use designation is 
intended for land uses that provide neighborhood serving land uses, i.e., drug stores, dry 
cleaners, etc. The existing zoning of C4 on the Sunset Parcel to the south and P (parking) 
on the Northern Parcel makes clear the City’s intent to restrict development above ground 
to the Sunset Parcel and to restrict development of the Northern Parcel to parking on the 
surface or underground. (LAMC § 12.12.1.) Thus, the existing community plan 
designation, along with the current zoning, FAR, and height limits, were intended to 
guide development of this parcel to place the land use on xhe Sunset Parcel and the 
parking for the land use on the Northern Parcel - so that there would be an appropriate 
transition between taller and nosier commercial land uses and the residential properties to 
the immediate north.2

The Bronson lots shall be referred to as xhe “Northern Parcel” and the portion 
fronting Sunset Boulevard shall be referred to as the “Sunset Parcel”.

The EIR and City staff point to the nearby Sunset Gordon project as an “example” 
justifying the height and density of this Project. Ironically, despite the variances and 
inappropriate density granted by the City and Community Redevelopment Agency (“CRA”) to 
the Sunset Gordon project (also processed with an unlawful General Plan Amendment to enable 
changing zoning, FAR, and height limits), at least the CRA mandated respect of the requirement 
to place parking on the northern parcels underground, which occurred at the Sunset Gordon 
Project. The CRA also required the development of a neighborhood park on the surface (on top 
of the underground parking) to assure seme token transition between the skyscraper set down on 
Sunset Boulevard and the residential properties to the immediate north. Fundamentally, 
however, the Sunset Gordon’s successful processing of a parcel-based general plan amendment 
to rearrange the general plan and zoning to permit the first inappropriate skyscraper in this area 
should and must end here and now with the grant of no more unlawful general plan amendments. 
We also note for the record that construction of the Sunset Gordon project following illegal 
demolition of the historic Sunset Blvd facades of the Old Spaghetti Factory (originally Peerless 
Auto Showroom) building was found by Judge James C. Chalfant of the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court to have been in violation of City ordinance. That entire project currently is, and 
has been for about a year and a half, totally vacant, as Judge Chalfant mandated that the City 
invalidate all certificates of occupancy and building permits for that project. (Fn. continues . . .)
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The FAR limit of 1.5:1 was consistent with a recognition that this area of Sunset 
Boulevard is not within easy walking distance to any high capacity rail station in 
Hollywood. None of this area was ever proposed for the Regional Center land use 
designation because it is so distant from high capacity transit. The threefold increase in 
density to 4.5:1 is contrary to all of the planning in Hollywood that targeted 4.5:1 density 
around the portals of the Metro Red Line at Highland and Vine stations. (See 
proceedings of the Hollywood General Plan Consistency Program, infra.)

This Project is extremely close to the Sunset on- and off-ramps to the U.S. 101 
Hollywood Freeway. Rather than being a transit-oriented area, this is an automobile- 
oriented area Thus, in no way is this Project even appropriate for any transit oriented 
incentives. With its tremendous overparking, it will do nothing but encourage 
automobile use.

The Project developer asks the City Council to wipe out the protective zoning and 
FAR limits put in place as part of the 1988 Hollywood Community Plan, 1986 
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan, and 1988 Hollywood General Plan Consistency 
Program. Because the 260-foot high, 300,000-square foot skyscraper (with an additional 
amount of square footage of underground and above-ground parking) is so massive, it 
violates the Hollywood Community Plan density and height limits, it violates the 
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan density limits, and it violates the current zoning

All of that is proposed to be changed by the City in order to accommodate the 
desires of the developer. And thus far, unless the City Council denies the Project, it will

The 5901 Sunset Project offers no transitional height mitigation comparable to the ill- 
fated Sunset Gordon Project. It offers nothing but detriment to the property rights of the owners 
and quality life of persons living immediately north. The Project developer originally proposed 
to place a 90-foot parking podium on the property line - proposing to plunge most of the 
residences to the north in a permanent shadow. After being shamed over such a selfish ard 
property-impairing proposal, the developer modified the Project to place a 12-foot block wall on 
the property line and set the 90-foot above-ground-parkir.g podium 15 feet back from the 
property line. This “improved” Project results in the placement of an open air diesel truck 
delivery lane/echo chamber between the 90-foot podium wall and the residences on the other 
side of the northern property lme. It bears repeating: no self-respecting City Planner would ever 
iet this proposal move forward - yet at Los .Angeles City Hall, with the Development Agreement 
“public benefits” package, money overrides good planning, common sense, and the law once 
again.
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be approved without any serious consideration of the significant policy implications of 
the planning errors outlined above. We now turn to specific project objections.

IV. THE PROJECT PROPOSES THAT THE CITY COUNCIL VIOLATE THE 
CITY CHARTER PROHBITION OF PIECEMEAL AMENDMENTS OF 
THE CITY GENERAL PLAN TO ENABLE THIS PROJECT.

Among several entitlements requested by the Project, the applicant requests:

“Pursuant to Section 11.5.6 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC), a General Plan Amendment 
to the Hollywood Community Plan to change the land 
use designation from ‘Highway Oriented Commercial’ 
to ‘Regional Center Commercial’;

Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.32, a Zone and Height 
District Change:

a. For the portion of the project site located at 
1519-1525 North Bronson from P-1 to [Q]C4-2;
b. For the portion of the project site located at 
5901-5925 West Sunset Boulevard from C4- 1- 
SN to [Q]C4-2-SN.”

None of the entitlements listed above are lawful requests because they require the 
City to initiate and process a General Plan Amendment for an individual parcel or parcels 
associated with a single real estate development project.

A. The City Charter And LAMC Bar This Project From Seeking A 
General Plan Amendment.

Los Angeles City Charter Section 555 expressly prohibits the City from proposing, 
considering, or approving any general plan amendment that does not encompass a 
geographical area with “significant social, economic, or physical identity.” The entire 
Project as conceived and applied for is a clear violation of Section 555 because it 
assumes that the general plan amendment as requested by the applicant for a single real 
estate development project, can be granted by the City. It cannot. Because so much rides 
on the General Plan Amendment, the Project’s house of cards falls.
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“In the case of a charter city, “the charter represents the 
supreme law of the City, subject only to conflicting 
provisions in the federal and state Constitutions and to 
preemptive state law. [Citation.] ‘[T]he charter operates ... as 
an instrument of limitation and restriction on the exercise of 
power over all municipal affairs which the city is assumed to 
possess....' [Citations.]” [Domar Electric, Inc, v. City of Los 
Angeles (1994) 9 Cal.4th 161, 170, 36 Cal.Rptr.2d 521, 885 
P.2d 934 (Domar), italics added.) “[I]t is well settled that a 
charter city may not act in conflict with its charter.
[Citations.] Any act that is violative of or not in compliance 
with the charter is void. [Citation.]” (Id. at p. 171, 36 
Cal.Rptr.2d 521, 885 P.2d 934.) The provisions of the city's 
charter thus “supersede all municipal laws, ordinances, rules 
or regulations inconsistent therewith” (Stuart v. Civ i Service 
Com. (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 201, 206, 219 Cal.Rptr. 770) 
and “an ordinance [or resolution] violative of or not in 
compliance with the city charter is void.” (5 McQuillin 
Municipal Corporations (3d ed. 2011) § 15:17.)” San Diego 
City Firefighters, Local 145, AFL-CIO v. Board of Admin, of 
San Diego City Employees’ Retirement System (2012) 206 
Cal.App.4th 594, 608.

As conceded by the applicant and City in the Draft EIR, the applicant seeks to 
amend the Hollywood Community Plan to designate the entire project site at a higher 
density, higher Floor Area Ratio, and higher height than currently permitted by the 
Community Plan. But Charter Section 555 does not authorize an individual property 
owner to apply for a general plan amendment to enable rezoning like this. For such a 
small bit or piece of the City, the Charter bars a general plan amendment because the 
geographical area involved lacks a “significant social, economic, or physical identity.”

The Mayor, the City Planning Commission, the City Planning Director, and the 
City Attorney suffer from a misperception of the law that has gone on in this City for too 
long. They act as though they may engage in spot general amendment planr i ng, so as to 
clear the way for a spot zoning, to give to favored development interests what an average 
resident of this City could not dream of requesting - an individually-tailored amendment 
of the long-term, comprehensive plan for how the City’s growth is to proceed for their 
project.
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Even more concerning for City residents is the fact that for a number of years, 
someone at City Hall began to allow developers to apply for general plan amendments, 
zoning changes, and removal of height limits to accomplish what the City Charter does 
not allow: a parcel-by-parcel increase in land use density, up-zoning, and removal of 
height limits outside of a comprehensive planning process embodied in a holistic review 
of: (1) the entire general plan, (2) an entire element, or (3) a geographic area 
encompassing a “significant social, economic, or physical identity.”

With increasing frequency, the Mayor, City Planning Commission, the City 
Planning Director, and the City Attorney have dismantled the concept of a general plan 
by amending our City’s community plans bit-by-bit and piece-by-piecc.

The plain language of the Los Angeles City Charter prohibits two things:

1. A landowner has no authority under City Charter Section 555 to request a 
general plan amendment to allow a project that would otherwise violate the 
current general plan. By the express ianguage of Section 555, subdivision 
(b), a general plan amendment may only be requested as follows: “The 
Council, the City Planning Commission or the Director of Planning 
may propose amendments to the General Plan.” (Emphasis added.)

2. Even more significantly, Charter Section 555, subdivision (a), expressly 
limits amendments of the general plan as follows: “The General Plan 
may be amended in its entirety, by subject elements or parts of subject 
elements, or by geographic areas, provided that the part or area 
involved has significant social, economic or physical identity.” 
(Emphasis added.)

These restrictions on the powers of the Mayor, City Planning Commission and 
City Planning Director were imposed by vote of the People, exercising their home rule 
powers, so that the City ’s General Plan would retain its force and integrity to guide the 
long-term and comprehensive development of the City. It specifically bans what the City 
and Project developer here seek to accomplish.

Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 11.5.6 contains provisions that implement 
the City Charter procedures for the general plan. With respect to who may request a 
general plan amendment and the required minimum scope of a general plan amendment, 
the LAMC repeats the limitations imposed by Charter Section 555:
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“SEC. 11.5.6. GENERAL PLAN. Pursuant to 
Charter Section 555, the City’s comprehensive General 
Plan may be adopted, and amended from time to time, either 
as a whole, by complete subject elements, by geographic 
areas or by portions of elements or areas, provided that 
any area or portion of an area has significant social, 
economic or physical identity.

A. Amendments. Amendments to the General 
Plan of the City shall be initiated, prepared and acted 
upon in accordance with the procedures set forth in 
Charter Section 555 and this section.

B. Initiation of Plan Amendment. As provided in 
Charter Section 555, an amendment to the General Plan 
may be initiated by the Council, the City Planning 
Commission or the Director of Planning. Initiations by the 
Council or City Planning Commission shall be by majority 
vote. If an amendment is initiated by the Council or City 
Planning Commission, then it shall be transmitted to the 
Director for report and recommendation to the City Planning 
Commission. Whether initiated by the Director, the Council 
or the City Planning Commission, the Director shall prepare 
the amendment and a report recommending action by the City 
Planning Commission. The report shall contain an 
explanation of the reasons for the action recommended. After 
the Director prepares a Plan amendment and report, the 
Director shall transmit the file to the City Planning 
Commission for its action.” (Emphasis added.)

Nowhere does the City Charter or the implementing LAMC provisions authorize 
the City to accept a Master Land Use Permit Application that includes a request by an 
applicant for a general plan amendment in relation to his or her parcel or parcels of land 
associated with a real estate development project.

In contrast, both the City Charter and the applicable LAMC provisions 
contemplate that in certain circumstances, an applicant may file an application for a zone 
change applicable to his or her property, if it is consistent with the currently adopted 
General Plan. Charter Section 558 provides in relevant part:
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“(a) The requirements of this section shall apply 
to the adoption, amendment or repeal of ordinances, 
orders or resolutions by the Council concerning:

“(1) the creation or change of any zones or districts 
for the purpose of regulating the use of land;

“(2) zoning or other land use regulations
concerning permissible uses, height, density, bulk, location or 
use of buildings or structures, size of yards, open space, 
setbacks, building line requirements, and other similar 
requirements, including specific plan ordinances ....

“(b) Procedures for the adoption, amendment or 
repeal of ordinances, orders or resolutions described in 
subsection (a) shall be prescribed by ordinance, subject to the 
following limitations:

(1) Initiation. An ordinance, order or resolution 
may be proposed by the Council, the City Planning 
Commission, or Director of Planning or by application of 
the owner of the affected property if authorized by 
ordinance.

(2) Recommendation of the City Planning 
Commission. After initiation, the proposed ordinance, order 
or resolution shall be referred to the City Planning 
Commission for its report and recommendation regarding the 
relation of the proposed ordinance, order or resolution to 
the General Plan and, in the case of proposed zoning 
regulations, whether adoption of the proposed ordinance, 
order or resolution will be in conformity with public 
necessity, convenience, general welfare and good zoning 
practice.” (Emphasis added.)

Thus, while the City Charter contemplates an applicant requesting a zone change 
that is consistent with the currently adopted general plan, it docs not contemplate or 
authorize an owner of property to propose a piecemeal amendment of the general plan.
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It is particularly significant that City Charter Section 555 contains no express 
language authorizing a land owner to initiate a general plan amendment by application, 
but Section 558 contains express language authorizing a land owner to initiate a zone 
change by application if authorized by ordinance. The inclusion of an owner initiated 
zone change in Section 558 while no similar language appears in Section 555 with 
respect to a general plan amendment is strong evidence of the People’s intent to ban an 
owner from initiating a general plan amendment for his property by asking for it in an 
application.

L AMC Section 12.32 implements Charter Section 558 In relevant part it 
provides:

“A. Initiation. The City Council, the CiE 
Planning Commission or the Director of Planning may 
initiate consideration of a proposed land use ordinance.
Any initiation by the Council or the City Planning 
Commrssion shall be by majority vote. The Council or the 
City Planning Commission shall forward the proposed 
ordinance to the Director of Planning for a report and 
recommendation

B. Application. An owner of property may 
apply for a proposed land use ordinance if authorized to 
do so by Subsections F through S relative to that owner’s 
property. The applicant shall complete the application for 
that proposed land use ordinance, pay the required fee and file 
the application with the Department of City Planning on a 
form provided by the Department.” (Emphasis added.)

The language used by the People in the City Charter and the City Council in its 
implementing ordinances demonstrates that while an applicant might file an application 
on the City’s Master Land Use Permit Application Form for a zoning change that meets 
certain criteria set forth in the LAMC (and is of course consistent with the currently 
adopted general plan), there is no authority for the City even to accept for filing a Master 
Land Use Permit Application Form that includes an applicant-initiated general plan 
amendment.

Despite the unambiguous limitation on who may apply for a general plan 
amendment, the City’s Planning Department began not only allowing applicants to apply
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for a general plan amendment so they could develop their property contrary to the City’s 
adopted general plan, but the City Planning Director has instituted a formal policy of 
accepting general plan amendment applications from applicants. Then, after a review, 
the Director uses his own power under the City’s Charter to initiate parcel-by-parcel 
general plan amendments on behalf of applicants. There is no authority granted in the 
City Charter that allows the City Planning Director to do this - and to do so is completely 
inconsistent with the state law requiring cities and counties, including chartered cities, to 
engaged in comprehensive planning .

The City Planning Director has devised procedural memoranda and general plan 
initiation forms to carry out this process. However, the City Planning Director’s 
memorandum to consultants and developers dated April 8, 2015 evidences no assessment 
of whether or not an applicant’s general plan amendment request covers a geographical 
area that has a significant social, economic, or physical identity, as required by the City 
Charter. (Exhibit 1 [Planning Director April 8, 2015 Memo, “General Plan Amendment 
Initiations, Requests to the Director of Planning”].)

In fact, the City Planning Director has implemented an Orwellian wording on 
forms he requires applicants to sign as a condition of having the City Planning Director 
“initiate” a general plan amendment. For example, as shown in Exhibit 2, “Request for 
Initiation of an Amendment to the City’s General Plan,” the “Initiation Request and Time 
Extension Authorization” attached thereto admits:

“By law only the City may initiate a Plan Amendment. Your 
application is technically for a Zone Change only . Therefore 
you must request that the City initiate the corresponding Plan
Amendment by checking the box below: __I hereby request
that the City Planning Commission initiate a Plan Amendment 
consistent with my requested zone change.” (Exhibit 2, 
emphasis added.)

In other words, the City of Los Angeles Planning Commi ssion and Director have forms 
staling that what they are doing is amending the General Plan to make it “consistent with 
my zone change.” Such reverse engineering of the City’s fundamental planning 
document is facially unlawful. This reality was first pointed out to the City in a project 
objection letter more than a year ago and still the City Planning Director and his staff 
continue to defy the City Charter prohibition of piecemeal general plan amendments in 
reality initiated by the land owner in his application.
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Regardless of the form of the transaction, the substance is that the property owner 
“initiates” the general plan amendment by asking for a zone change that is inconsistent 
with the currently adopted General Plan. In other cities, real estate developers would not 
dream of proposing such a thing. B ut Los Angeles is different in its violation of the 
integiiiy of the General Plan process enacted by its voters in 1969. The City Planning 
Commission and/or City Planning Director then act as if the whole idea to initiate for this 
particular property at this particular time was the City’s and not the property owner’s as it 
states in his Master Land Use Application. Our City’s Charter may not be so easily 
defeated by such an obvious contrivance.

The 5901 Sunset Project applicant filed a Master Land Use Permit Application 
Form “requesting” a general plan amendment. In no way does the Project site constitute 
a geographical area that meets the limitation or restriction imposed by the People on the 
frequency and scope of general plan amendments. The City’s pattern and practice is 
unlawful, and its use in the instant case illustrates how developers arc permitted to violate 
the law by densifying individual parcels beyond that permitted by the General Plan or 
ever analyzed in the EIRs originally used to approve the General Plan.

The City Planning Director himself also has no authority to propose a general plan 
amendment as is sought herein. The language contained in the City Charter prohibits the 
processing of a general plan amendment unless such proposal involves the entire General 
Plan, an entire Element, a significant part of an Element, or a geographical area so long 
as the Element part or geographical area constitutes a “significant social, economic, or 
physical identity.”

Yet for some time the City Planning Director and City Planning Commission have 
engaged in changing General Plan land use designations at the mere request of a 
developer. It has become an accepted assumption that almost any proposed project in 
Los Angeles can happen because a developer wants it, regardless of the general plan land 
use designation. In no way is this comprehensive planning as contemplated by California 
law - it is serial spot zoning

B. The Current Process Undermines Anv Integrity In The Comprehensive 
General Plan And Feeds The Public’s Anger And Cynicism,

Former City Planning Director Gail Goldberg famously observed on her arrival at 
the City:
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“In every city in this country, the zone on the land establishes 
the value of the land. In Los Angeles, that’s not true. The 
value of the land is not based on what the zone says .... It’s 
based on what [the] developer believes he can change the 
zone to. This is disastrous for the city. Disastrous. Zoning 
has to mean something in this city.” (Exhibit 3 [LA Weekly 
article “Density Hawks”].)

Ms. Goldberg’s efforts to change this culture of easy amendment of general plans 
and zoning failed She was pushed out in a short time. Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 
appointed former Zoning Administrator Michael LoGrande who, unfortunately, carried 
forward the violations of the City Charter outlined herein. Apparently, the City’s new 
Planning Director, Vince Bertoni, will continue to allow this open and brazen violation of 
law as he has remained silent since his appointment to replace Mr. LoGrande

Several new proposed ordinances recently submitted for City Council approval 
(Master Planned Development Zone Ordinance and Hybrid Industrial Zone Ordinance) 
directly conflicted with the City Charter by including language that if an applicant’s 
project proposal does not comply with the currently adopted general plan, a plan 
amendment will be processed to make the City’s General Plan “consistent” with the 
developer’s proposed project - in effect an improperly guaranteed, reverse-engineered 
outcome. City Council recently approved the Hybrid Industrial Zone Ordinance.

Gail Goldberg’s disaster is unfolding before our eyes.

The California Supreme Court has acknowledged that since 1972, a city’s general 
plan is a constitution for future real estate development and all plans, codes, and planning 
decisions are subordinate to and must conform with the general plan. In DeVita v. 
County of Napa (1995) 9 Cal,4th 763, 772-773, the Supreme Court explained:

“Although California law has prescribed that cities and 
counties adopt general or master plans since 1927 (Stats.
1927, ch. 874, pp. 1899-1913), the general plan prior to 1972 
has been characterized as merely an ‘interesting study,’ and 
no law required local land use decisions to follow the general 
plan's dictates. (Crv of Santa Ana v. City of Garden Grove 
(1979) 100 Cal App.3d 521, 532 [].) In 1971 several 
legislative changes were made to significantly alter the status 
of the general plan. For the first time, proposed subdivisions
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and their improvements were required to be consistent with 
the general plan (Gov. Code, § 66473.5 [formerly in Bus. &
Prof. Code, § 11526]), as were zoning ordinances (Gov.
Code, § 65860) (Stats. 1971, ch. 1446, §§ 2, 12, pp. 2853,
2858; City of Santa Ana, supra, 100 Cal.App.3d at p. 532.)
Moreover, charter cities were no longer completely exempted 
from the requirements of the planning law; these cities had to 
at least adopt general plans with the required mandatory 
elements. (Gov. Code, § 65700, subd. (a); Stats. 1971, ch.
1803, § 2, p. 3904.) Thus after 1971 the general plan truly 
became, and today remains, a “constitution' for future 
development’ (Lesher Communications, Inc, v. City of 
Walnut Creek (1990) 52 Cal.3d 531, 540 [] [] located at the 
top of ‘the hierarchy of local government law regulating land 
use’ (Neighborhood Action Group v. County of Calaveras 
(1984) 156 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1183 []).

The general plan consists of a ‘statement of 
development policies . . . setting forth objectives, principles, 
standards, and plan proposals.’ (Gov. Code, § 65302.) The 
plan must include seven elements - land use, circulation, 
conservation, housing, noise, safety and open space - and 
address each of these elements in whatever level of detail 
local conditions require (id.. § 65301). General plans are also 
required to be “comprehensive [and] long[]term” (id, §
65300) as well as ‘internally consistent.’ (Id,, § 65300.5.)
The planning law thus compels cities and counties to undergo 
the discipline of drafting a master plan to guide future local 
land use decisions.”

The City in this case proposes to amend the general plan to conform with the 5901 
Sunset developer’s desired use of land at a greater height, density, and in derogation of 
the current general plan land use designation. This is improper. The Supreme Court held 
in Lesher Communications v. City of Walnut Creek (1990) 52 Cal.3d 535, 541 that the 
primacy of the general plan cannot be overridden by enacting inconsistent zoning 
ordinances:

“The Planning and Zoning Law itself precludes consideration 
of a zoning ordinance which conflicts with a general plan as a
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pro tanto repeal or implied amendment of the general plan.
The general plan stands. A zoning ordinance that is 
inconsistent with the general plan is invalid when passed 
[citations omitted] and one that was originally consistent but 
has become inconsistent must be brought into conformity 
with the general plan. (§ 65860.) The Planning and Zoning 
Law does not contemplate that general plans will be amended 
to conform to zoning ordinances. The tail does not wag the 
dog. The general plan is the charter to which the ordinance 
must conform.”

The result of these Charter violations, apparent in the case of the Project proposed 
herein, is destructive and far-reaching. The City is up-zoning the density and height of 
parcels at the requests of developers, and grave conflicts with the General Plan are wiped 
away by ignoring the City Charter mandate that the General Plan process does not permit 
such piecemeal amendment. In fact, because the City has “solved” the density and height 
desires of developers via the unlawful process outlined above, the City has had no 
incentive for decades to conduct comprehensive general plan revisions required by both 
the State Planning law and the City’s own charter. Why engage in a comprehensive and 
holistic planning process embodied in the General Plan when developers can get the 
density and increased land value by merely asking the City Planning Director, or City 
CounciPMayor to amend the General Plan for his or her lot?

In fact, our research shows that in October 2005, the City Council approved 
Ordinance 177103 (effective December 18. 2005) to repeal LAMC Section 11.5.8. This 
law formerly imposed on the City Planning Commission the duty to periodically and 
comprehensively review, revise and amend the General Plan in accordance with a 
schedule adopted by the City Council This municipal code mandate was part of a 
package of City Charter and municipal code planning reforms enacted in 1969-1970.
(See detailed discussion in Subsection C herein.)

Incredibly, the head of the Civil Division of the City Attorney’s office signed a 
memo representing to the public that the changes in the ordinance were merely “technical 
and clarifying” changes to correct typographical errors and similar matters. (Exhibit 4 
[City Attorney Report No. R05-0317 dated December 12, 2005].)

We would suggest that a repeal of the City Planning Commission’s legal duty to 
engage in comprehensive and long-term general planning is not a technical or clarifying 
change. It was a substantive change, apparently adopted without serious discussion
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because the City Attorney’s accompanying memorandum erroneously represented it as a 
non-substantwe change. The City Planning Commission was relieved of doing “real 
planning.” Curiously, we know of no evidence that thereafter anyone on the City Council 
or the City Planning Commission asked what happened to the general plan 
comprehensive reviews. They just quietly disappeared at the City Planning Commission.

For the last decade, free of the obligations of former Section 11.5.8, this City’s 
planning activities have been focused on project-by-project general plan amendments and 
massive density upzoning schemes rather than on comprehensive and long-term planning. 
Instead of dedicating City Planning staff resources on real General Plan activities, the 
overwhelming majority of the employees of the City Planning Department are deployed 
to process individual projects. The most talented planning staff members are assigned, 
perhaps against their own better judgment, to shepherd these mega-density projects 
through the entitlement process to carry out spot general planning and zoning.

Any project can be approved almost anywhere. With the so called Hybrid 
Industrial Zone Ordinance, the City proposed to foreclose high-paying industrial jobs in 
order to inject residential land uses into industrial zones constructed by the same 
millionaire and billionaire developers who were developing other parts of the City. On 
the day when the Hybrid Industrial Zone Ordinance was before the Planning and Land 
Use Management Committee of the City Council, staff explained that once the ordinance 
was adopted, it would be implemented through more General Plan Amendments, likely 
on a project-by-project basis. The loss of such industrial land will be incremental until 
the day will come when the City does not have sufficient industrial land.

Meanwhile, unlike the 5901 Sunset Project located in Hollywood, the City 
Council has started a campaign to insert skyscrapers where there is neither a “hint” nor a 
“whisper” that such a location is appropriate. Recently, the City Council and Mayor 
approved a massive skyscraper on quiet Catalina Avenue in Koreatown by allowing a 
general plan amendment to increase the density, to rezone, and to increase height limits. 
Two community groups have sued over this outrageous insertion of a luxury skyscraper 
in the midst of an area never planned for such development.

Most recently, the City Council President, over objections of the community, led a 
City Council approval of the Cumulus Project, a 1 million square feet project, including a 
luxury skyscraper at an old radio/television site on La Cienega Boulevard. The general 
plan and zoning permit no such skyscraper, but it was no problem for the City Council 
President to ask his colleagues to wipe out the general plan and zoning for this particular 
parcel and substitute a massive increase in density. These are examples of serial
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violations of the People’s Charter to defer to the desires of real estate development 
interests that contribute heavily to the campaigns of City Councilmembers. Two 
community groups have sued the City for this equally outrageous assault on 
comprehensive planning of the City.

The City’s ongoing refusal to comply with the plain language of its own City 
Charter and the discovery that it quietly repealed its legal obligation to periodically and 
comprehensively keep its General Plan up-to-date, led to the formation of a Coalition to 
propose and gather signatures on an initiative addressing this corrupt practice of City 
officials. Entitled the “Neighborhood Integrity Initiative,” it provides further clarification 
of the City Charter prohibition of piecemeal general plan amendments, and it restores 
former LAMC Section 11.5.8 that imposes a duty on the City to periodically and 
comprehensively update its General Plan on a regular basis, instead of ignoring this vital 
planning duty. For instance, some of the General Plan elements have not been reviewed 
and updated since the late 1960s. As former City Planning Director Gail Goldberg 
implied in her well-publicized remarks, this is no way to run a city.

C. The History Of The Enactment The Language of City Charter Section 
555 Establishes That Project-Based General Plan Amendments Are 
Prohibited.

Sometimes things go full circle The City’s current attempt to abandon all 
pretense of community planning looks strikingly similar to the crisis that led to the 
People reforming the City’s planning and land use laws in the 1960s - including 
placement of the geographical limitation clause of City Charter Section 555 in the 
Charter.

The crisis became clear when, in November 1966, the Los Angeles Civil Grand 
Jury issued a report concerning “a complex zoning case in the West Valley section of Los 
Angeles.” “The evidence before us indicated that a developer had represented to his 
partners that he could secure favorable zoning treatment from the City of Los Angeles in 
exchange for payment of monies.” (Exhibit 5 [1966 Grand Jury Report].) Although the 
Grand Jury was unable to conclusively determine that monies were paid in exchange for 
the City Council to reverse adverse recommendations from every agency that considered 
the West Valley zoning proposal from its inception, the Grand Jury observed:

“We regretfully report that evidence wc heard demonstrated 
that influence can and has been and in all probability will be
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exerted through the medium of campaign contributions, 
political obligations and friendships.” (Id.)

Based upon this observation, the Grand Jury made a number of recommendations 
including conflict of interest legislation, requiring applicants to list campaign 
contributions made or promised to an elected official under penalty of perjury, that 
zoning hearings be conducted under oath, and that super majority City Council votes be 
required to override the conclusions of subordinate land use decision makers in the City.

In the Grand Jury’s conclusion, it strongly urged the City to commence an in
depth study to prevent the poor adherence to the City’s General Plan evidenced in the 
case before it:

“It is apparent that a projected and in-depth study of this field 
is not only overdue, but one which would be invaluable to the 
interests of our community. It is our recommendation that 
such a study should be undertaken as soon as possible.” (Id.)

Corruption indictments and convictions of numerous people (Exhibit 6 
[Newspaper clippings of Los Angeles Times articles reporting the scandals]) including a 
City Councilmember (Exhibit 7 [LA l imes Shepard Bribery Verdict]) followed. The 
City Council then appointed a Blue Ribbon Commission that studied and made 
recommendations. Known as the “Citizen’s Committee on Zoning Practices and 
Procedures,” it dealt with abuses that resulted from the City Council routinely ignoring its 
General Plan or current zoning plans to grant developers zoning or exceptions to zoning 
they wanted - apparently in exchange for campaign contributions, monies given to 
favorite non-profits of the Councilmember, and free travel/gi fts.

As the West Valley Property Owners’ Association observed in its letter to the City 
Council supporting the charter amendments proposed by the Citizen’s Committee.

“In 1966 a mandate was delivered by the Grand Jury to enact 
proper zoning practice reforms to prevent a re-occurance [sic] 
of the shocking scandals surrounding certain zoning cases.
Since that time, we have seen several public officials brought 
to trial and convicted on various charges. One case, still 
before the courts, involves a member of the Los Angeles City 
Council.” (Exhibit 8 [West Valley Property Owners’ Assn.
February 11, 1969 letter].)
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After more than a year of hearings and investigation, in July 1968, the Citizen’s 
Committee issued its First Report to the Mayor and City Council entitled “A Program to 
Improve Planning and Zoning in Los Angeles.” The report contained 36 
recommendations for improvement including chartei amendments, municipal code 
amendments, uniform zoning hearing procedures (which 46 years later remain undone), 
and ethics reforms. (Exhibit 9 [Citizen’s Committee First Report and Summary Version 
of First Report].)

Particularly significant for a reviewing court of the action proposed in this case, 
were the findings of the Citizen’s Committee:

"The mam purpose of defining the General Plan content [in 
the City's Charter] should be to insure 
comprehensiveness. We find that there are at least four 
dimensions of comprehensiveness which should be 
recognized:

1. Geographic — The entire area of the City should be 
covered. Flowever, because of the large size and peculiar 
boundaries of the City, it is not always practical to consider 
the entire City as a single planning unit. Therefore the City 
should be divided into smaller units for planning purposes — 
but any such unit should be an area of substantial size, 
with social and economic identity." First Report, p. 19

And on p. 21 of the First Report where "Area-by-Area Consideration" is set forth 
in detail, the Committee made this recommendation:

“Recommendation 3: Provide for the adoption or amendment 
of the General Plan on a scheduled area-by-area basis, each 
area covering less than the entire City, but must involve 
comprehensive consideration of a logical planning area.
The General Plan should be reviewed on this regularly 
scheduled area-by-area basis, such schedule and areas to be 
established by the City Council upon recommendation of the 
Director of Planning and the City Planning Commission.”
(Emphasis added.)
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The Committee then acknowledged for local planning, that "for many purposes it 
is necessary to deal with community-size units such as Hollywood, San Pedro, Pacific 
Palisades and the central business district." (Emphasis added.) The Committee’s 
recommendation emphasized the need to assess each general plan amendment within 
“logical planning units” on the community level:

“In view of the size and diversity of the City of Los Angeles, 
it is apparent that much of the material which should 
constitute the City's General Plan can only be adequately 
maintained through a continuing area-by-arca process of 
study and revision.” First Report, p. 21.3

In support of the recommendation that general plan amendments be conducted on 
an arca-by-area basis, the Citizen’s Committee observed precisely what a reviewing court 
will conclude was the origin of the actual language in the City Charter that restricts the 
smallness of a general plan amendment:

“A completely piecemeal approach to General Plan 
amendments would defeat the principle of comprehensiveness 
and destroy the integrity of the Plan. To prevent this, any 
change in the Plan should be viewed in at least a 
community-wide context Therefore, in the above 
recommendation we propose that recognized community 
areas with social and economic identity be the minimum 
size units for general plan study and revision." First 
Report, p. 21 (emphasis added)

Following the First Report, there were two joint meetings of the Citizen’s 
Committee and the City Planning Commission where there was agreement on 21 
recommendations. After the Citizen’s Committee submitted its proposed charter 
amendments to the City, the City Council revised and weakened some of the amendments 
and sent it to the voters. On May 25, 1969, the voters adopted the Chaiter Amendments.

The recommendation of reviewing the General Plan on an area-by-area basis was 
implemented with the enactment of LAMC Section 11.5.8. This is the code section quietly 
repealed by the City Council based upon the material misrepresentation of the City Attorney that 
all the changes in a proposed ordinance amending the municipal code were to correct 
typographical errors or clarify existing language
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Just prior to the election, the Citizen’s Committee issued its Final Report, which 
set forth each of the charter amendments proposed to the planning and zoning provisions 
of the City’s charter. (Exhibit 10 [Citizen’s Committee Final Report].) The Citizen’s 
Committee set forth all new proposed language to implement its recommendations 
regarding adoption and amendment of the general plan. New City Charter Section 
96.5(3)(a) read as follows:

“Proceedings pertaining to preparation, consideration, 
hearings, time limited, approval and adoption of the General 
Plan, or any of its parts or amendments thereto, shall be as 
provided by ordinance, subject to the following limitations:

(a) The General Plan shall be so prepared that the 
Planning Commission may approve and the 
Council may adopt it only as follows: as a 
whole; by complete subject elements; by 
substantial geographical areas; or by 
substantial portions of subject elements; 
provided that any such area or portion has 
significant social, economic or physical 
identity.” (Final Report, p. 15; emphasis added.)

This portion of new City Charter Section 96.5 included this explanatory note:

“To be truly comprehensive, the General Plan must cover the 
entire City and interrelate all of the pertinent subject matter.
However, because Los Angeles is so large and complex, it is 
necessary as a practical matter to break the Plan into logical 
units for consideration and adoption. On the other hand, it 
would be entirely inconsistent with the comprehensive 
nature and coordinating purpose of the General Plan for 
it to be adopted and amended in small bits and pieces. In 
order to prevent such piecemeal consideration, a 
limitation must be placed upon the extent to which the 
Plan can be divided up for purposes of adoption or 
amendment.” (Emphasis added.)
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Under the authority of this section, the City was broken up into 35 community 
plans based upon characteristics that marked a significant social, economic or physical 
identity.

This anti-corruption and comprehensive planning reform remained untouched in 
the City’s Charter from 1969 until minor wording adjustments as part of the City’s 1998
1999 overhaul of the City’s Charter.

In 1999, the draft of the Appointed Charter Reform Commission was adopted by 
the joint meetings of the Appointed and Elected City Charter Reform Commissions. The 
redlined changes to the City Charter Section 96,5 were minor and the limiting language is 
now found in the reorganized 2000 City Charter at Section 555. The portion relevant to 
the issues involving the 5901 Sunset Project is:

“Sec. 555. General Plan - Procedures for Adoption.

Procedures pertaining to the preparation, 
consideration, adoption and amendment of the General Plan, 
or any of its elements or parts, shall be prescribed by 
ordinance, subject to the requirements of this section

(a) Amendment in Whole or in Part. The General 
Plan may be amended in its entirety, by subject elements or 
parts of subject elements, or hv geographic areas, provided 
that the part or area involved has significant social, 
economic or physical identity.

(b) Initiation of Amendments, fhe Council, the 
City Planning Commission or the Director of Planning 
may propose amendments to the General Plan. The
Director of Planning shall make a report and recommendation 
on all proposed amendments. Prior to Council action, the 
proposed amendment shall be referred to the City Planning 
Commission for its recommendation and then to the Mayor 
for his or her recommendation.” (Emphasis added.)

The City Planning Department, City Planning Commission, the City Attorney, and 
City Council have violated the City Charter by allowing project applicants to apply for 
general plan amendments in the above-described manner. Further, such project
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applicants have been allowed to apply for a general plan amendment merely for their own 
parcel(s) of land. City officials are violating the City Charter by allowing project 
applicants to ask for general plan amendments and to seek such amendments for, in the 
words of the Citizen’s Committee, “small bits and pieces” of the City which is “entirely 
inconsistent with the comprehensive nature and coordinating purpose of the General 
Plan.”

In a new Second District Court of Appeal case involving the City of Los Angeles, 
Schafer v City of Los Angeles (2015) 237 Cal.App.4th 1250, 1263, the Court of Appeal 
observed how the grant of an exception from a currently adopted general plan or zoning 
code would override the great public interest in comprehensive planning and zoning.

“Zoning laws concern ‘a vital public interest - not one that is 
strictly between the municipality and the individual litigant.
All the residents of the community have a protectable 
property and personal interest in maintaining the character of 
the area as established by comprehensive and carefully 
considered zoning plans in order to promote the orderly 
physical development of the district and the city ana to 
prevent the property of one person from being damaged by 
the use of neighboring property in a manner not compatible 
with the general location of the two parcels. [Citation.]
These protectable interests further manifest themselves in the 
preservation of land values, in estheric considerations and in 
the desire to increase safety by lowering traffic volume.’ . . .
(Pcttitt v. City of Fresno (1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 813, 822-823,
[parallel cite omitted].)” (Emphasis added.)

As shown above, the City cannot approve the 5901 Sunset Project. The Project 
site consists of a flat asphalt parking lot surrounded by shrubbery. A single parking lot, 
which is the “geographical area” proposed to be considered for a general plan amendment 
within in the meaning of the City Charter, has no “signi ficant social identity,” no 
“significant economic identity,” or no “significant physical identity.” A parking lot is not 
a “logical planning unit”. A parking lot is not a “community of interest.”

As explained fully by the Citizen’s Committee in its Final Report to the voters, the 
City practically needed to be divided by areas of historic community boundaries to plan 
its land use, and nothing smaller. Moreover, in order to avoid a repeat of the use of 
campaign contributions, special friendships and favors to obtain special zoning treatment,
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the Citizen’s Committee proposed the restrictive language in the City Charter to avoid 
future corrupt City Hall land use decision making.

Ever since the City has ignored the City Charter restriction, we have come full 
circle to 1969 and the reason criminal indictments were brought against a sitting City 
Councilmember. This practice is facially unlawful and no City official may knowingly 
defy the People’s will as set forth in the Charter.

D. All Of The Foregoing Requires The City Council To Deny The
Requested GPA, Zone Change, And Height District Entitlements.

The previous sections set forth the substantial evidence showing the City can make 
no valid finding that the Project as proposed and discussed in the f inal EIR can comply 
with the General Plan because the proposed plan amendment would be unlawful. All of 
the evidence set forth above also supports the conclusion that the requested zone change 
and height district change, which directly depend upon the ability to cany out the general 
plan amendment, must be denied because an attempt to approve such entitlements would 
violate Charter Section 555 and the cunent general plan provisions. Furthermore, because 
these entitlements must fall, there is no basis to grant the conditional use or site plan 
review which both depend upon the unlawful general plan amendment and rezoning.

Because the proposed general plan amendment is unlawful, the only lawful course 
a City Planner, the City Planning Director, and City Planning Commission, and the City 
Council could take is to apply the provisions of the existing Hollywood Community Plan, 
the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan, and the Hollywood General Plan Consistency 
Program. Because the Project as proposed violates all of these plans and programs, it 
must be denied by the City Council.

V. THE CURRENT ZONING OF THE PROPERTY WAS ENACTED UNDER 
THE COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY PROGRAM 
AS A DOWNZONING MITIGATION MEASURE AND THEREFORE 
SUCH MITIGATION MEASURES CANNOT BE MODIFIED BY SIMPLE 
REPEAL, AS THE CITY PROPOSES IN THIS CASE.

Since 1971, the Legislature has required in Government Code Section 65860(a) 
that all general law cities and counties make their zoning consistent with the adopted 
general plan. In this way, the Legislature sought to ensure that real planning occurred for 
the future development of cities and counties, and that the zoning actually implemented 
it.
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Although this law did not apply to charter cities most of them voluntarily 
undertook to make their zoning consistent with their general plan - except one. Los 
Angeles’ 1946 zoning code had densities far in excess of the capability of the City’s 
infrastructure to hold it - 10 million people. The City’s first community plans concluded 
after environmental review that the infrastructure could only support between 4 and 5 
million residents.

The City Council refused to downzone to make its zoning law consistent with the 
density its community plans said could realistically be accommodated. Thus, the City 
Council during the mid- and late-1970s continued to allow developers to construct 
projects consistent with the 1946 zoning but grossly inconsistent with the general plans of 
the City.

A. The Legislature In 1979 Mandated That Los Angeles Make Its Zoning 
Ordinances (Codes) Consistent With Its General Plans.

Responding to calls for intervention, the State Legislature in Assembly Bill 283 
(“AB 283”) amended Government Code section 65860 to add subdivision (d) that applied 
to the City of Los Angeles:

“(a) County or city zoning ordinances shall 
be consistent with the general plan of the county or 
city by January 1, 1974. A zoning ordinance shall be 
consistent with a city or county general plan only if: (i)
The city or county has officially adopted such a plan, 
and (ii) The various land uses authorized by the 
ordinance are compatible with the objectives, policies, 
general land uses, and programs specified in such a 
plan.

* * *

(d) Notwithstanding Section 65803, this 
section shall apply in a charter city of 2,000,000 or 
more population to a zoning ordinance adopted 
prior to January 1,1979, which zoning ordinance 
shall be consistent with the general plan of such city 
by July 1,1982.” (Emphasis added)
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Subdivision (d) required the City to make all of its zoning ordinances (municipal 
code provisions) and zoning maps consistent with its adopted general plan no later than 
1981, and then after amendment, 1982. The City instead sued the State of California 
claiming that the act was unconstitutional.

After the City won in the tr ial court, the State prevailed in the Court of Appeal and 
the California Supreme Court denied review. Thus, the Court of Appeal’s decision in 
City of Los Angeles v. State of California (1982) 138 Cal.App.3d 526 made the 
consistency requirement between general plans and zoning ordinances a mandatory duty 
of the City.

B. Center For Law In The Public Interest Sues To Force City To Comply 
With The State Consistency Requirement Of AB 283 (Government 
Code § 65860(dY>

Because the Court of Appeal decision did not order the City to comply with state 
law. the City continued to drag its feet in commencing proceedings to downzone 
properties to make all zoning ordinances and maps conform with City general plans. The 
Center for Law In The Public Interest then initiated litigation seeking a writ of mandate 
to force the City to comply with the state law. In Federation of Hillside and Canyon 
Associations et al. v. Cn v of Los Angeles (C 526616), the Superior Court quickly issued 
a writ ordering the City to make its zoning code consistent within 120 days. For reasons 
not relevant to the issues in this case, the City ultimately entered into a stipulated (agreed) 
judgment ’with the Federation and other plaintiffs to take longer to complete the project 
under a court-appointed monitor to oversee the consistency process and report back to the 
Court - a process which ended up taking years.

C. The Hollywood Community Plan Zoning Map WTas Made Consistent 
With The Hollywood Community Plan In Case Numbers 83-368 and 
86-835-GPC And Supported With Recirculation Of The Original 
Hollywood Community Plan EIR (EIR No. CPC-1070-GP/ZQ and the 
Hollywood Redevelopment Plan EIR (SCH No. 85052903).

As the City carried out the AB 283 consistency process under the supervision of a 
court monitor, it complied with CEQA by recirculating the Hollywood Community Plan 
EIR in May 1988 and the January 1986 Hollywood Redevelopment Plan EIR in May 
1988. (Exhibit 11 [EIR recirculation].) The General Plan Consistency Program, as 
explained under oath by the City’s foimer Planning Director, was necessary to 
significantly reduce the City’s zoning density to conform with its 35 community plans.
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(Exhibit 12 [declaration of Cal Hamilton].) From spring of 1988 to early 1990, the City 
carried out the Hollywood General Plan Consistency Program to bring itself in 
compliance with Government Code Section 65680(d) and the HilNide Federation 
settlement agreement. (Exhibit 13 [proceedings of Hollywood General Plan 
Consistency].) The downzoning of the Hollywood Community Plan, in the form of 
changes to the Community Plan and imposition of permanent “D” Development and “Q” 
Qualified Conditions, were expressly required as a mitigation measure to avoid 
infrastructure failures across the Hollywood Community Plan area - until the CRA and 
City implemented a Transportation Plan. (Id.) Documents of the City and CRA 
acknowledge that these reductions in density were required until such time as the 
Transportation Plan was enacted. (Exhibits 13 and 14 [Final EIR for General Plan 
Consistency].)

A similar process was carried out for every community plan across the City until 
200,000 lots were downzoned to protect the City’s residents from serious negative 
impacts of deficient public services infrastructure to support the overly-intense City 
zoning map densities dating back to 1946.

The subject properties for the 5901 Sunset Project on the Sunset Parcel (SubArea 
350) and Northern Parcel (SubArea 345) were expressly down zoned as to FAR to 1.5:1, 
as set forth in Comment 17 of the recommended zoning changes for Hollywood 
Community Plan - Redevelopment Area General Plan Consistency. (Exhibit 13.) This 
Comment was amended into the Hollywood Community Plan as Footnote 12. (Id.) In 
downzoning these lots, the City was representing to the public and the monitoring court 
in the Hillside Federation litigation that it would enforce the mitigation measure of 
downzoning by incorporating the changes into zoning, including the zoning changes now 
in place on the Project Site for the proposed 5901 Sunset Project. These limits of density 
remain in place and binding today because, incredibly, 30 years later neither the former 
CRA, nor its successor agency, nor the City, ever enacted the promised Transportation 
Plan to provide the required planning framework and infrastructure to enable increases in 
authorized density. The record in this case is devoid of any evidence the Transportation 
Plan was ever enacted, and it fact we have verified with CRA/LA it was never enacted.

Our Court of Appeal, in a binding case aga inst the City of Los Angeles over its 
General Plan Framework, made quite clear that when the City adopts mitigation measures 
to implement a general plan, it has a duty to make sure they are carried out:
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“CEQA requires the agency to find, based on 
substantial evidence, that the mitigation measures are 
‘required in, or incorporated into, the project’ . . . 
([Public Resources Code] § 21081; [CEQA] 
Guidelines, § 15901, subd. (b).) In addition, the 
agency ‘shall provide that measures to mitigate or 
avoid significant effects on the environment are fully 
enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or 
other measures.’ ([Public Resources Code] § 21081.6, 
subd. (b))(fn.4) and must adopt a monitoring program 
to ensure that the mitigation measures are 
implemented. ([Public Resources Code] § 21081.6, 
subd. (a)). The purpose of these requirements is to 
ensure that feasible mitigation measures will actually 
he implemented as a condition of development, and not 
merely adopted and then neglected or disregarded.
(See [Public Resources Code § 21002.1, subd. (b).)(fn. 
5)”

[footnote 4 by the Court]: “A public agency 
shall provide that measures to mitigate or avoid 
significant effects on the environment are fully 
enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or 
other measures. Conditions of project approval may 
be set forth in referenced documents which address 
required mitigation measures or, in the case of the 
adoption of a plan, policy, regulation, or other public 
project, incorporating the mitigation measures into the 
plan, policy, regulation, or project design.” (§ 21081.6, 
subd. (b).) In the context of this statute, to 
incorporate mitigation measures into a project 
means to amend the project so that the mitigation 
measures necessarily will be implemented, such as 
by reducing the scope of the project or requiring 
that mitigation measures be implemented as a 
condition of the project. (See Guidelines, § 15126.4, 
subd. (a)(1)(A), and former § 15126, subd. (c), both 
distinguishing mitigation measures proposed by the
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project proponent from those ‘required as conditions of 
approving the project.’)”

[Footnote 5 by the Court]: “‘Each public 
agency shall mitigate or avoid the significant effects 
on the environment of projects that it carries out or 
approves whenever it is feasible to do so.’ (§ 21002.1, 
subd. (b).)” Federation of Hillside and Canyon 
Associations v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 
Cal.App.4th 1252, 1260-1261 (italic emphasis by the 
Court, bold and underline emphasis added.)

Based upon this precedent, there can be no serious claim by the City that it does 
not have a legal duty to assure full implementation of the Plollywood Community Plan 
General Plan Consistency Program in order to protect the health, safety and 
environmental welfare of the community.

D. Because The FAR Restrictions, The P Zoning, And Height Limitations 
Were Adopted Environmental Mitigation Measures To Avoid 
Significant Impacts, The City Council May Not Amend Or Delete 
These Mitigation Measure Enactments Without Full Disclosure And 
Analysis In The EIR, As Well As A Comprehensive Planning Process 
That Accounts For The Potential Cumulative Negative Impacts Of 
Ignoring General Plan Consistency Program Measures.

This case, like many cases in Hollywood recently, poses the question of whether 
the City may bring its Hollywood Community Plan and zoning :n1o consistency with the 
density projections underlying the Plan for a moment in time (1988), and then begin an 
incremental parcel by parcel removal of the density limits imposed as a mitigation 
measure to comply with the Community Plan’s density limits. The answer is obvious: 
such modification of community-wide mitigation may not be removed or changed 
without a new comprehensive general plan and zoning consistency process such as what 
occurs in association with amendment of an entire community plan. Nor, of course, has 
any proper or adequate level of disclosure and analysis of this type been provided in the 
instant EIR, further rendering it deficient and in violation of CEQA.

This conclusion is supported by two important limitations on the City Council’s 
authority. First, as exhaustively established above, parcel-based general plan 
amendments were prohibited as part of the 1969 City Charter amendments to the
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Planning Department provisions. These critical Charter amendments were enacted by the 
People to- (1) enforce the comprehensive planning goals of the People in having a 
meaningful General Plan, and (2) eliminate the very parcel-based rezoning scam that led 
to the conviction of a City Councilmember for bribery.

Second, the adoption of the City’s General Plan Consistency recommendations for 
Hollywood was a comprehensive set of recommended reductions in permitted FAR, 
height, and uses intended to enforce the density planned for in the 1988 Hollywood 
Community Plan. These critical reductions in density, collectively brought Hollywood’s 
zoning density into consistency with its general plan density

It is still unclear how quickly after the City certified to the Court in the Hillsi de 
Federation case that the City’s general plan consistency was complete that it began to 
quietly allow developers to apply for general plan amendments to change that reduced 
density zoning. It has become apparent to many that the general plan amendment/' 
rezoning scam is back and more dangerous than ever.

Parcel-by-parcel, the City is asserting it has the authority to simply rezone every 
parcel in the City without regard to whether the present zoning, FAR limits, permanent 
“D” or “Q” conditions were Tnposed as a mitigation measure of the City’s General Plan 
Consistency Program. The Palladium Project, the Columbia Square Project, any many 
other projects within a short distance from the 5901 Sunset Project all include general 
plan amendments and rezoning that purported to lawfully wipe out General Plan 
Consistency mitigation measures imposed on those lots. Incredible density increases are 
being authorized, including as proposed in this Project, without disclosure to the public or 
analysis of the potential negative cumulative impact on the Hollywood General Plan 
Consistency Program.

In essence, the City has embarked on a giant expansion of density in Hollywood 
without every bothering to lawfully complete a Hollywood Community Plan Update that 
analyzed it and justified changes to the current limitations imposed on many parcels of 
land in the Hollywood Community Plan area.

In recent years, the City undertook to revise and update the Hollywood 
Community Plan. Unfortunately, the City Planning Department’s environmental review 
and planning process for that comprehensive planning activity went off the rails. The 
trial court, the Hon. Allan Goodman, found the City’s planning and environmental review 
process for the Hollywood Community Plan Update (“HCPU”) was “fatally flawed”.
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Multiple groups sued the City over the HCPU because it used demonstrably false and 
inflated population projections to try to justify massive increases ;n density.
Additionally, the City failed to properly conduct environmental analysis related to the 
HCPU.

Accordingly, neither in the KIR for the now rescinded HCPU, nor in the EIR for 
individual projects where the City proposes to wipe out protective mitigation measures of 
the General Plan Consistency Program, including the EIR in this case, has the City ever 
analyzed and accounted for its incremental increases in density without regard to the 
potential negative impacts on the community. The City has simply presumed it can do it 
because no one has previously objected to it.

Appellant and objectors here, and the community represented by this appeal, 
strenuously object. The City could only remove General Plan Consistency Program 
mitigation down zoning as part of the next comprehensive update of its Hollywood 
Community Plan, and only if it does so in full compliance with CEQA. That clearly has 
not yet happened. In the alternative, assuming that a parcel-based general plan 
amendment is lawful, which it is not, then any rezoning that upzones parcel(s) in the 
Hollywood Community Plan area could only be lawful if the City Council downzones 
other parcel(s) to maintain the cumulative protective effect of the General Plan 
Consistency Program. With each unmitigated parcel-by-parcel removal of a General Plan 
Consistency Program mitigation zoning provision, the City has engaged in an extremely 
serious and unaccounted for densification of the Hollywood Community Plan area that is 
inconsistent with the density for which it is currently planned.

For these reasons as well, the Project as proposed is unlawful.

VI. THE CITY FAILED TO PROCEED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW
IN ITS REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.

A. Courts Review CEQA Procedural Legal Duties Closely.

Courts in California apply a de novo or independent judgment standard of review 
to determine asserted legal errors under California Environmental Quality Act 
(“CEQA”). Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc, v. Citv of Rancho 
Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 427. Questions concerning the proper interpretation of 
CEQA’s requirements are matters of law. As such, “the existence of substantial evidence 
supporting the agency’s ultimate decision on a disputed issue is not relevant when one is
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assessing a violation of the information disclosure provisions of CEQA.” Association of 
Irritated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 1383, 1392.

“An EIR must include detail sufficient to enable those who did not participate in 
its preparation to understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by the 
proposed project.” Laurel Heights Imp. Ass’n v. Regents of the University of California 
(1989) 47 Cal.3d 376, 405 (“Laurel Heights”). In a challenge to the sufficiency of an 
EIR, a Court’s inquiry extends to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. 
Pub. Res. Code § 21168.5. “Abuse of discretion is established if the agency has not 
proceeded in a manner required by law or if the determination or decision is not 
supported by substantial evidence.” Id ; Laurel Heights at 392. “Argument, speculation, 
unsubstantiated opinion or narrative [or] evidence which is clearly erroneous or 
inaccurate .. . does not constitute substantial evidence.” Guidelines § 15384(a)

The “reviewing court is not to ‘uncritically rely on every study or analysis 
presented by a project proponent in support of its position. A clearly inadequate or 
unsupported study is entitled to no judicial deference.’ [Citations.]” Berkeley Keep Jets 
Over the Bay Comm, v. Board of Port Commr’s (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1355. The 
Court “must ensure strict compliance with the procedures and mandales of [CEQAJ.” 
Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 
Cal.App.4th 99, 118.

B. The Land Use Analysis Is Plainly Deficient,

The City asserts in the Land Use Section of the Draft EIR that the Project is 
consistent with various land use plans, but in fact, the Project represents a colossal 
violation of the General Plan land use designation as Highway Oriented Commercial. 
There is no substantial evidence to support a conclusion in the Draft and Final EIR that 
the Project is entitled to seek a general plan amendment to change all of these major 
limitations on the developer’s “desired” entitlement.

The Draft EIR admits that the Project would violate the density limits under the 
existing General Plan Land Use Designation of “Highway Oriented Commercial”, but 
then proposes that with the City’s violation of its own Charter via a parcel-based General 
Plan Amendment, the land use inconsistency can be wiped away:

“As set forth in the Redevelopment Plan, development under the
Highway Oriented Commercial designation is limited to an FAR of
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3:1 and development under the Regional Center Commercial 
designation is limited to an F AR of 4.5:1. The Project requires an 
FAR of 4.5:1. Therefore, the Project’s FAR would be inconsistent 
with the existing land use designation but would be consistent with 
the allowable FAR under the proposed Regional Center Commercial 
land use designation. With adoption of the requested General Plan 
Amendment, the Project would be consistent with the land use 
designation and FAR.” (Draft EIR, pp. IV F 29 & 30; emphasis 
added.)

The failure to disclose to the public and City decision makers that the proposed 
General Plan Amendment would violate City Charter Section 555, subdivision (a), is a 
violation of CEQA’s mandate that the City disclose and analyze the true land use 
impacts. An applicant may not use the land use analysis to obscure and materially 
misrepresent the City’s authority to grant a General Plan Amendment. The discussion 
presented in the Land Use Section of the Draft EIR acts as if the City possesses the 
authority to grant a General Plan Amendment for an individual parcel It clearly does 
not. The failure to disclose and address this fatal flaw in the Project is also a failure to 
proceed in accordance with law under CEQA.

C. The Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGVClimate Change Impact 
Analysis Of The EIR Is Also Legally Deficient.

The EIR finds that the Project’s impact on global climate change, as mitigated, 
would be less than significant. That finding is invalid, in that it is based on the use of a 
faulty significance threshold, and is not supported by substantial evidence.

The EIR’s discussion of global climate change begins with a failure to 
acknowledge the seriousness of global climate change, and its effects, current and 
projected into the future, on California’s environment. The EIR equivocates on the 
question of whether global climate change is real, with such statements as “it is believed 
that excessive concentrations of anthropogenic GFIGs in the atmosphere can result in 
increased global mean temperatures, with associated adverse climatic and ecological 
consequences” (DEIR, p. IV.C-1, emphasis added), and its citation to the 2006 California 
Climate Action Team (CAT) Report, characterizing that Report as saying that 
“temperature increases arising from increased GFIG emissions potentially could result in 
a variety of impacts to the people, economy, and environment of California’” (DEIR, p. 
IV.C.-3, emphasis added), rather than the Resources Agency’s 2009 Climate Adaptation
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Strategy', which states that California is already experiencing sea level rise, coastal 
erosion, increased average temperatures, increased extreme heat events, and increases in 
the frequency of wildfires, all effects of climate change. 5 The 2014 First Update to the 
Climate Change Scoping Plan emphasized that:

“The recently released Summary for Policymakers (SPM) 
portion of Working Group I (WGI), the first in a series of 
reports comprising the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report 
(AR%), affirms the planet is warming, that human beings are 
“’extremely likely” (indicating 95% certainty) to be the 
primary cause, and that some of the impacts of greatest 
concern, such as glacial melting, are accelerating at a faster 
pace than documented in previous assessments.” (First 
Scoping Plan Update at p. 8.)

As the EIR does recognize, California is a very significant contributor to this 
crisis, being the twelfth largest emitter of GHGs in the world, exceeding most nations. 
(DEIR, p. IV.C-3.) Determined to reduce the state’s contribution to global climate 
change, the California Legislature has committed the state to reducing its GHG emissions 
to 1990 levels by 2020 (Health and Safety Code § 38650, etseq., commonly referred to 
as AB 32), has expressed its intent that the extended goals of an 80% reduction from 
1990 GHG emissions levels by 2050 in Executive Order S-3-05 should be state policy. 
(Health and Safety Code § 38501(i).)

The Legislature has also mandated unprecedented reductions in GHG emissions 
from motor vehicles (AB 1493 [Pavley]), and the Governor has issued an Executive 
Order to accelerate the market for zero-emission vehicles. (EO B-16-12.) To carry out 
AB 32, the California Air Resources Board calculated statewide GHG emission in 1990, 
calculated the maximum amount of GHG emissions that would achieve a 2C% reduction 
from the 1990 number, and then developed a Climate Change Scoping Plan of strategies 
and regulations that would achieve that maximum amount by 2020. Center for Biological

Available at www.climatcchange.ca.gov/adaptation. incorporated herein by this
reference.

See, also, California Office of Environmental Health Hazard (OEHHA)’s Report 
Indicators of Climate Change in California (2013), available at
www.oehha ca.gov/multimedia/epic/2013EnvIndicatorReport.html, incorporated herein by this 
reference

http://www.climatcc
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Diversity v. California Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 62 Cal ,4th 204, 215-216 
(hereafter, CBD v. DFW). The Air Resources Board calculated that a reduction of 
approximately 30% was required to meet AB 32’s mandate Id., 62 Cal.4th at 216.

1. The Threshold of Significance Used to Evaluate GHG Emissions 
Increases is Invalid.

The existing site is a parking lot, and is assumed to emit 40 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent (MTC02e) per year (DEIR, App. C, 5901 Sunset Existing Parking Lot 
Operations, p. 1), which the EIR characterizes as “not a substantial source.” (DEIR, p. 
IV.C-9.) The EIR has chosen to determine the significance of its GHG emissions 
increase over the current 40 MTC02e/year by a method that is commonly referred to as a 
“Business As Usual” (“BAU”) comparison. That is, the EIR calculates what the Project’s 
increase in GHG emissions would be if the same project were to be built assuming no 
new conservation or regulatory efforts beyond what was in place in 1990. (DEIR, p. 
IV.C-15.) Then, the BAU emissions calculation is compared to the projected actual 
increases in GHG emissions from the Project, including projected actual emissions from 
all GHG sources associated with the Project, and applying all adopted mitigation 
measures. If the new actual emissions totai is lower than the BAU emissions total, the 
percentage by which it is lower is compared with the percentage of reduction over the 
G1IG emissions total as a whole in 1990 that the California Air Resources Board’s 
Coping Plan requires. As stated, the original Scoping Plan required a reduction of about 
30%.

Although free to do so (CEQA Guidelines § 15064.4(b)), few government 
agencies have adopted a numerical standard of significance for GHGs. Neither the City 
nor the South Coast Air Quality Management District (“SCAQMD”) has done so for 
development projects like 5901 Sunset.0 Filling that lacuna, several California appellate 
cases, and most recently the CBD v. DFW case, have accepted the BAU method, holding 
that consistency, or lack of conflict, with California’s plan to reduce GHG emissions can 
be considered an acceptable indicator of the significance, for CEQA purposes, of an 
individual project’s GHG emissions, e.g., Citizens for Responsible Equitable 
Development v. City of Chula Vista (2011)197 Cal.App.4th 327, 337. Most EIRs that

The SCAQMD has adopted a significance threshold for large industrial projects, 
but not for residential or commercial developments
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use the BAU method also use a 29% or 30% emissions reduction figure to determine 
consistency with the Scoping Plan. See, e.g^ CBD v. DFW.

The 5901 Sunset EIR uses a much lower figure: 16%. It derives this figure from a 
reanalysis done by the Air Resources Board in 2011, in response to litigation, of the 
percentage reduction from BAU needed to comply with A3 32 and the Scoping Plan. 
According to the EIR, this recalculation produced a lower percentage reduction from 
2020 BAU that would be needed to reduce GEIG emissions to 1990 levels, since it was 
made in 2011, when new regulatory programs and standards had come on line since the 
original Scoping Plan in 2006. (DEIR at p. IV.C-16.) Based on these new data, the Air 
Resources Board calculated that a 21.7% reduction in GHG emissions was still needed as 
of the adoption of the First Update to the Climat e Change Scoping Plan (“Updated 
Scoping Plan”7), in order to reach 1990 GHG emissions levels by 2020. (DEIR, p. IV.C- 
16.) However, the EIR does not use the Air Resources Board’s 21.7% reduction figure. 
Instead, it independently examines the emissions inventory numbers, and calculates its 
own estimate of the percentage reduction number needed to reach 1990 levels by 2020. It 
uses this figure, namely 16%, as its significance threshold. (DEIR, p. IV.C-17.)

First, we note that this comparison of 2011 GHG emissions levels with required 
2020 levels, and the 16% emissions reduction number used by the EIR, is not calculated 
or used by the Air Resources Board as a regulatory target in its First Updated Climate 
Action Plan; this number was calculated by the EIR preparers. (DEIR, p. IV.C.-16.) 
Sufficient supporting information is not provided to allow someone not involved in the 
preparation of the EIR to fully understand, or to verify by their own calculations, that this 
number is correct or well-supported by the Updated Scoping Plan. CEQA requires such 
information. Laurel Heights Improvement Assn, v. Regents of the University of 
California (1988) 47 Cal. 376, 405 (“An EIR must include detail sufficient to enable 
those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and to consider 
meaningfully the issues raised by the proposed project”).

There is not even a technical appendix that presents the calculations, only a 
generalized narrative description of how the inputs were selected and the calculations 
performed. While the City is allowed to set its own significance threshold for the 
Project’s GHG emissions, that selection must be supported by substantial evidence.

Found at:
www.arb.ca.gov/scopingplar2update/first update climate chance scoping plan.pdf. 
incorporated herein by this reference.
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(Guidelines § 15064(f).) The EIR fails both the test of adequate disclosure and the test of 
support by identified substantial evidence as to the GHG significance threshold. The use 
of a 16% GHG emissions reduction as a threshold of significance is not adequately 
explained or supported, and the EIR should be redone to re-examme the significance of 
the Project’s GHG emissions, ana the EIR recirculated with adequate information and 
support to remedy this glaring deficiency.

In addition, we are not aware of any California appellate opinion that has accepted 
the 16% reduction over 2011 levels as a valid significance threshold; in general, it is the 
Air Resource Board-calculated threshold number of 29-30% reduction levels that the 
courts have accepted. CBD v. DFW, 62 Cal.4th at 225; Friends of Oro\ilie v. City of 
Provide (2013) 219 Cal.App.4th 832, 841. Accordingly, such use is faulty, but in any 
event, at a minimum would require recirculation of the DEIR to supply a far greater 
degree of support in the record than currently exists in order for compliance with that 
number to be potentially accepted as substantial evidence of no significant impact on the 
environment from GHG emissions. Obviously, if the significance threshold that was 
accepted by the Supreme Court in CBD v. DFW, a 29-30% reduction from BAU, were 
used, the Project’s GHG emissions would clearly be significant, and additional mitigation 
would need to be disclosed and cons’dcred and, if feasible, adopted. Again, the EIR 
would also have to be revised and recirculated, so that the public could understand and 
comment on the actual impacts of the Project.

However, there is an additional problem with the EIR’s use of the 16% reduction 
number. Examined in light of the analysis in CBD v. DFW, the EIR lacks substantial 
evidence to support the application of this emissions reduction number for the Project.
The C !3L D7W Court invalidated the GHG analysis in the EIR at issue in that case 
because:

“[T]he administrative record discloses no substantial evidence 
that Newhall Ranch’s project-level reduction of 31 percent in 
comparison to business as usual is consistent with achieving
A.B. 32’s statewide goal of a 20 percent reduction from 
business as usual. . . . [TJhe Scoping Plan nowhere related 
that statewide level of reduction effort to the percentage of 
reduction that would or should be required from individual 
projects, and nothing DFW or Newhall have cited in the 
administrative record indicates the require percentage 
reduction from business as usual is the same for an individual
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project as for the entire state population and economy.” 62 
Cal.4th at 225-226 (emphasis in original).

Similarly, here, the EIR relies on what it asserts is the appropriate statewide 
reduction from BAU, namely 16%, as defining - and limiting - the reduction that this 
individual project must achieve. (DEIR, p. IV.C-17, 30.)

However, as our Supreme Court pointed out in CBD v. DFW, citing to Attorney 
General comments:

“[A] greater degree of reduction may be needed from new 
land use projects than from the economy as a whole ....
Indeed, it seems that new development must be more GHG- 
efficient than this [29%] average, given that past and current 
sources of emissions, which are substantially less efficient 
than this average, will continue to exist and emit.” 62 Cal.4th 
at 226 (internal quotation marks omitted).

The Court also found problematic a comparison in the EIR between the density of 
the project at issue there and statewide density averages used in the Scoping Plan. 62 
Cal.4th at 226-227. Here, the EIR does not even provide evidence as questionable as the 
respondent presented in the CBD v. DFVv case; the EIR provides only a straight 
numerical comparison of Project GHG emissions and the 16% threshold it uses (e.g., 
DEIR IV.C-36-37 and 42, especially Tables 1V.C-6 and IV.C-11). No substantial 
evidence is presented in the EIR to prove the validity of a comparison between the GflG 
reduction figure in the Scoping Plan and the GHG reductions claimed for the Project.
The EIR is deficient when examined under the analysis prescribed by the California 
Supreme Court in CBD v. DFW.

Based upon the foregoing significant deficiencies in setting the threshold of 
significance, the entire GHG analysis is so fatally flawed that the public was denied its 
right to review the required supporting information and intelligently comment on the 
GHG analysis. On this basis alone, the GHG analysis must be substantially revised and 
recirculated for public comment
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2. The BAU Emissions Calculation Is Not Supuorted by 
Substantial Evidence.

The CEQA Guidelines allow a lead agency to determine the method by which to 
quantify GHG emissions from a project (Guidelines § 15064 4(a).) Here, the EIR uses a 
BAU analysis. However, there is, as yet, no Guideline that defines how to calculate 
BAU. Rather, the lead agency may choose a method, but it must support its choice of 
methodology with substantial evidence in the record (Id.) Here, the EIR defines BAU 
as follows:

“The BAU does not consider site-specific condition, 
project design features, or prescribed mitigation 
measures. As an example, a BAU scenario would 
apply a base ITE trip-generation rate for the project 
and would not consider site-specific benefits resulting 
from the proposed mix of uses or close proximity to 
public transportation.” (DEIR, p. IV.C-31.)

The EIR cites no authority whatsoever for this definition of BAU, and does not 
justify its use.

The Air Resources Board defines “business as usual” to “the normal course of 
business or activities for an entity or a project before the imposition of greenhouse gas 
reduction requirements or incentives.''’ (ARB: “Preliminary Draft Regulation for a 
California Cap-and-trade Program,” Section 95802(a)(18), Dec. 2009, p. 7, emphasis 
added.) The CBD v. DFW court characterized the Scoping Plan’s approach as “it 
assumes no conservation or regulatory efforts beyond what was in place when the 
forecast was made.” 62 Cal.4th at 216. Similarly, the Association of Environmental 
Professionals (AEP), in a recent While Paper, defines it as “the emissions that would 
occur in the future without any project, local, state, or efforts to control the emissions.” 
{Draft White Paper Beyond 2020 and Newhall: A Field Guide to New CEQA Greenhouse 
Gas Thresholds and Climate Action Plan Targets for California, April 3, 2016, at p.5, 
fn. 4 )

In point of fact, there is as yet no accepted definition of BAU for a development 
project like the one at issue here, but the common element to the definitions cited above 
is that the project’s GHG emissions are measured for BAU before any affirmative 
regulatory requirements or affirmative mitigation measures are applied. However, the
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EIR here does not state the Project’s expected GHG emissions before any affirmative 
requirements or steps to reduce them are applied, it stales those emissions before the 
reductions that flow from the nature of the Project are accounted for. That is, the EIR 
consults the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Handbook for standardized rates 
of GHG emissions from a generic development project, but not, apparently, one 
configured like the Project actually being considered. That is, “the amount of building 
area for the commercial and retail uses were multiplied by the applicable trip-generation 
rates based on the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)’s Trip Generation, 9th 
Edition.” (DEIR, p. IV.C-36.) The EIR then claims credit for reducing GHG emissions 
through “internal capture credit” (trips reduced or avoided because the workers in the 
Project would shop at the retail built into the Project, rather than driving elsewhere) and 
“transit credits” for both the supermarket use and the office use from being located 0.5 
miles from two transit stations. (DEIR, p. IV.C-36.)

However, neither of these Project features is either a regulatory requirement or a 
mitigation measure that was added to the Project to reduce GHG emissions. Rather, the 
Project’s location and its nature as a mixed-use project they are central features of the 
Project itself The EIR identifies the Project by its location at 5901 Sunset (DEIR, p, II- 
1), and makes clear that this location is essential to the Project, so much so that “an 
alternative site would likely fail to achieve the underlying purpose and objectives of the 
Project.” (DEIR, p. V-4.) The EIR also lists as Project Objectives the construction of a 
“work destination that is easily accessible through public transportation” and “with a mix 
of new office and community serving retail uses. . . ”, as well as to [djevelop a high- 
density mixed use building along a major thoroughfare . . . and utilize the strategic 
location of the site near traditional and mass transit to implement density.” (DEIR, p. II-8 
to 9.)

The location near transit and the mixed-use character of the Project are essential 
Project features, not regulatory requirements or mitigation measures. Therefore, they 
should be counted as part of the BAU project The EIR states that when it used the ITE 
Trip Generation handbook, “[t]he Project trip-generation estimate accounts for transit 
credit, internal trip capture, and TDM Program measures.” (DEIR, p. IV.D-36.) Yet, in 
Table IV.C06, DEIR p. IV.C-37, shows the BAU Project GHG emissions without the 
transit credit reduction (footnote d to the Table), or the internal [trip] capture credit. 
(DEIR, p. IV.C-36.) These essential features of the Project were simply disregarded 
when calculating the BAU vehicle trips to and horn the Project, and the GHG emissions 
those trips would cause. This omission, and this definition of BAU, have not been 
justified or supported by substantial evidence in the EIR.
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Based upon this further analysis, the EIR is deficient and cannot be approved until 
it contains such substantial evidence. II'the emissions from the Project as actually 
located and designed were used as BAU, the GHG emissions reductions from the Project 
would be considerably less than even the faulty and unsupported significance threshold 
employed by the EIR. In that case, additional mitigation measures would have to be 
analyzed and, if feasible, adopted. The EIR would also have to be revised and 
recirculated so that the public could understand and comment on the actual impacts of the 
Project.

3. The Full Impacts of GHG Emissions Increases Are Not
Disclosed or Analyzed, Rendering the EIR’s Conclusion of No 
Significant Impact From GHG Emissions Unsupported by 
Substantial Evidence.

The EIR compares the GHG emissions from BAU Project, as it incorrectly defines 
it, with the emissions from the actual Project as designed, but, except for a sentence or 
two discussing the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Plan 
(“RTP/SCS”), compares the reductions it claims only to the goals and requirements of 
AB 32, which only establishes target levels of GHG emissions for 2020, a scant three 
years after the Project is scheduled to be built. (DEIR, p. IV.C-30-31.)

CBD v. DFW opined that

“fOjver time, consistency with a year 2020 goal will become 
a less definitive guide. ... An EIR taking a goal-consistency 
approach to CEQA significance may in the near future need 
to consider the project’s effects on meeting longer term 
emissions reduction targets.” 62. Cal.4th at 223.

Such longer term emission reduction targets appear in the Governor’s Executive 
Order S-3-05, which sets out a GHG emissions reduction target of 80% below 1990 
levels by 2050. (DEIR, p. IV.C-12-13.) The EIR discusses the Executive Order and the 
major emissions reductions it requires, but does not compare its claimed GHG 
emissions reductions from the Project with the targets in the Executive Order.

In addition, the Updated Scoping Plan, upon which the City relies, specifies a need 
for a 2030 GHG emissions reduction target of, at minimum, 40% from 1990 levels, and a
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2040 target of, at minimum, a 60% reduction from 1990 levels. (Updated Scoping Plan 
at p. 7; see aLHealth & Safety Code § 38501, et seq.; SCAQMD Interim CEQA GHG 
Significance Threshold for Stationary Sources, Rules, and Plans, 2008, atp. 4 [primary 
metric “by which the AQMD will determine significance for projects where it is the lead 
agency, uses the Executive Order S-03-05 as the basis for deriving the screening level”].) 
The EIR does not compare its purported reductions to any of these goals, and is thus 
deficient on this additional ground.

The assumption that the Project will operate for at least 30 years, or until the late 
2040’s, is reasonable, given that the Project’s construction-related GHG emissions are 
amortized over 30 years. (DEIR, p. IV.C-34.) And GHGs are different from 
conventional or toxic pollutants. Given the extraordinary longevity - up to 200 years - of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (DEIR, p. IV.C-5), every year’s emissions from the 
Project will continue to be felt for up to two centuries, far beyond the very short time 
frame against which the EIR assesses those impacts.

At the very least, the EIR must assess the Project’s emissions, and their trend to go 
up, down, or remain flat, over a reasonable period of time, as against the steep arc of 
emissions reductions called for in AB 32, the Scoping Plan, and the Executive Order. In 
any event, these impacts must be analyzed and disclosed for longer than three years. The 
EIR does not contain substantial evidence to justify the severely truncated nature of its 
impact analysis for Project GHG emissions.

Based upon the foregoing, the GHG impacts section of the EIR is seriously 
deficient, lacks substantial evidence for its conclusions, and fails to provide information 
essential for the decision maker and the public to make informed decisions on this 
Project. The inaccurate BAU number and the truncated analysis time frame, at minimum, 
make the conclusion of no significant impact invalid because it is unsupported by 
substantial evidence. This section of the EIR must be redone, and the redone EIR 
recirculated pursuant to Guidelines Section 15088.5, to allow the public, and pubhc 
agencies, to review and comment on it. If, upon reanalysis using appropriate methods, 
that conclusion is found to be incorrect, the City will need, among other things, to 
consider adoption of additional mitigation measures. See discussion below

4. The City’s Rebuttal Argument Of The GHG Appeal Issue Is 
Contrary To Its Duties Under CEQA.

The City’s rebuttal argument on GHG is as follows:
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“The City adequately and appropriately analyzed the Air 
Quality and Greenhouse Gas impacts of the project. As stated 
above, the Public Resource Code section 21002.1 provides 
the process by which projects may be approved in spite of 
significant effects on the environment. The Appellant fails to 
provide evidence to substantiate his claims that the Air 
Quality and Greenhouse Gas impact analyses were 
inappropriate Nevertheless, it should be noted that the South 
Coast Air Quality Management District received and 
reviewed the Draft EIR including the Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gases technical analyses, and submitted no 
comments to the City regarding the project’s analysis of 
impacts or the methodology undertaken to reach its 
conclusions in the EIR,”

The detailed analysis of the deficiencies of the EIR’s GHG analysis is set forth 
above. The mere fact that the SCAQMD has “submitted no comments to the City 
regarding the project’s analysis of impacts of the methodology undertaken to reach its 
conclusions in the EIR” is irrelevant to whether the City has carried its burden of full 
environmental disclosure and full feasible mitigation. As CEQA Guidelines § 15020 
provides, in pan:

“Each public agency is responsible for complying with 
CEQA and these Guidelines. A public agency must meet its 
own responsibilities under CEQA and shall not rely on 
comments from other public agencies or private citizens as a 
substitute for work CEQA requires the lead agency to 
accomplish.” (Emphasis added.) See also. Citizens for 
Quality Growth v. Cirv ofMt. Shasta (1988) 198 Cal.App.3d 
433, 443, fn. 8 (“Each public agency is required to comply 
with CEQA and meet its responsibilities. . . “)

The SCAQMD is not required to comment on the City’s EIR methodology, and its 
failure to do so does not relieve the City of its own responsibility to “use its best efforts to 
find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” Guidelines, § 15144. Nor does the 
absence of comments from the SCAQMD on the EIR’s greenhouse gas methodologies
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constitute substantial evidence that the City’s methods are correct Agencies may fail to 
comment on specific topics, or at all, for a variety of reasons, such as lack of adequate 
resources to do so. Speculation on why they have failed to comment on a particular point 
is speculation, which does not qualify as substantial evidence. Guidelines § 15384.
Here, as in general in the law, silence is not assent.

Further, as the City must be aware, SCAQMD’s statutory authority is focused on 
control of pollutant emissions from stationary sources of air pollution, not control of 
greenhouse gases from vehicles.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the City’s GHG analysis is deficient and the EIR 
fails to support any City actions to approve the requested land use entitlements.

D. Transportation And Parking Analysis Is Inadequate.

The EIR makes a finding that the Project will have a significant impact on at least 
three intersections and possibly on Harold Way. (DEIR, p. IV.H-63.) Accordingly, 
CEQA requires that all feasible mitigation measures be adopted to reduce those 
significant impacts. Public Res. Code § 21002, 21081(a). However, all feasible 
mitigation measures are not recommended for adoption by the EIR. Additional measures 
to reduce vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”) are available but were ignored by the EIR.

The Project is designed to have 1,118 parking spaces, an increase of 900 over the 
current site, a parking lot with 218 spaces, despite the fact that it is required to have only 
600. (DEIR, p. IV.H-48-49 ) While the Project objectives include providing “adequate 
parking (DEIR, p II-9), having nearly double the amount of parking than the municipal 
code requires does not square with the EIR’s claims that it has adopted an effective 
Transportation Demand Management (“TDM”) program. (DEIR, p. IV.C-32.)

The EIR does not examine the impact of such excessive over-provision of parking 
on VMT and single-occupant driving, appearing to believe that adverse impacts can only 
result from provision of too few parking spaces, not too many. However, controls on the 
supply and the cost of parking are well accepted as methods to reduce driving.
(Reference Sourcebook for Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Transportation 
Sources, FHWA 2012, available at:
www.fhw a .dot-uoy/cnvironment/climate change/mi ligation/publications/reference sourc 
ebook/page05.cfm#s2. at pages 45-53. incorporated herein by this reference.) Studies 
have shown that reducing workplace parking can reduce VMT and single-occupant

http://www.fhw
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driving (“Evaluating the Effects of Parking Cash-Out: Eight Case Studies”, Air 
Resources Board, 1997, incorporated herein by this reference.)

In addition, Professor Donald Shoup of UCLA has done studies showing the use 
of parking cash-out plans, where employees are paid cash to carpool in lieu of 
unrestricted free parking, are effective in reducing single-occupancy driving, and hence 
reducing VMT. (The High Cost of Free Parking, Shoup, 1997, incorporated herein by 
thus reference.)

By failing to constrain parking or even limit it to the amount required by local 
ordinance, the EIR has failed to analyze and disclose all potential mitigation measures for 
what it admits are significant impacts, and has failed to propose for adoption all such 
measures that it finds feasible. This is another ground on which the EIR is inadequate, 
and must be revised and recirculated so that all feasible mitigation measures may be 
disclosed and commented upon by the public.

E. The Cumulative Impacts Analysis Is Inadequate.

Proper cumulative impacts analysis of the GHG issue, and other issues such as 
cumulative land use impacts, traffic impacts, impacts to public services such as police 
and fire, and construction noise impacts from all of the past, present and reasonably 
probable future projects in the pipeline both in Hollywood and throughout Los Angeles, 
has not occurred in this EIR.

As stated in Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 
124 Cal.App.4th 1184: “Proper cumulative impacts analysis is absolutely critical to 
meaningful environmental review” (id at 1217), and “questions concerning . . . 
cumulative impacts constitute important issues of broad public interest that are likely to 
reoccur.” Id, at 1203. See the EIR’s related projects list in the Environmental Setting 
section. Just among those 71 projects, there is millions of square feet of development 
occurring or planned, of which the Project would contribute 300,000 square feet plus 
about 400,000 square feet of parking facilities. That list is in no way comprehensive and 
does not take into account many newer projects now in the application process, including 
a tsunami of new development. (Exhibit 15 [Hollywood hotel boom, i.e., only related to 
hotels, and not including all other development].)

Even more serious than the deficient cumulative impact analysis is the utter failure 
of the City to account for the balance of density authorized in the 1988 General Plan
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Consistency Program. As documents submitted by the applicant’s attorneys demonstrate, 
the Hillside Federation case trial court released the City from further monitoring in 1997 
(9 years after it was supposed to be done). Because the City was not relieved of the duty 
to prepare CEQA review for its General Plan Consistency Program, it recirculated 
Hollywood Community Plan EIR and the Redevelopment Agency EIR as its CEQA 
compliance for the Hollywood General Plan Consistency Program. These EIRs 
themselves call for a downzoning in order to conform with the practical level of density 
that was feasible for the infrastructure to support. The finding made state the 
downzoning was a mitigation imposed so to avoid significant environmental impacts.
The restriction of FAR for this Project site to 15:1 was imposed as part of the 
Consistency Program as a footnote to the Hollywood Community Plan. The ongoing 
restriction against above ground parking on the Northern Parcel was also imposed with a 
consistent height district of 1, which implemented at the zoning level with the 1.5:1 FAR 
restriction.

Over the years since 1988, without further court monitoring, the City began to 
approve zone changes and parcel-based general plan amendments to upzone the very lots 
and parcels that were downzoned in 1988 to achieve consistency with the density limits 
of the Flollywood Community Plan. The record is devoid of any evidence that the City 
ever downzoned other properties each time it wiped out mitigation measure downzoning 
on a project’s applicant’s land, which it should have done in order to maintain the density 
balance achieved in the 1988 mitigation measures. In this particular case, even if a 
general plan amendment were legally permissible (which it is not), the record is devoid of 
any evidence that the City has substituted the downzoning of another property to 
maintain the density consistency with the 1988 Hollywood Community Plan whenever it 
upzoned other properties.

Furthermore, the record fails to show that the City has been tracking each and 
every Hollywood lot or parcel that has been upzoned since 1988 in order to then apply a 
cumulative analysis to demonstrate how it has substituted other equally effective 
mitigation to avoid environmental collapse of the transportation, police, fire and 
emergency response systems as a result of cumulatively devastating increases in density. 
Thus, the City is once again in violation of the Government Code Section 65680(d), 
which mandates that it keep its General Plan and zoning consistent. The processing of 
parcel-based general plan amendments to increase authorized density is not valid because 
it too was done without any cumulative impact analysis The practical effect is that the 
City has been quietly changing land use density to higher and higher levels without ever 
demonstrating that such significantly higher density levels are required to serve the
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proper expected density needs identified in ihe 1988 Hollywood Community Plan. This 
is another form of critical cumulative analysis that the City has failed to undertake.

As expert Fran Offenhauser indicated in her comments on the 5901 Sunset EIR, 
the existing 1988 Hollywood Community Plan density levels have not yet been 
approached. The current Plan would allow 26 million square feet of new commercial 
construction without any need to upzone with improper general plan amendments. 
(Exhibit 16 [Offenhauser testimony].)

Ms. Offenhauser is uniquely qualified to know because she was one of the 
principal consultants to the City in preparing the 1988 Hollywood Community Plan The 
City relied upon her expertise in handling the complex interface of the 1988 Hollywood 
Community Plan and the Hollywood Redevelopment Plan and the Hollywood General 
Plan Consistency Program. As an expert on these topics she entered early objections to 
the Project in the EIR comments - but was ignored by the City. Thus, although the 
current 1988 Hollywood Community Plan has plenty of by-right commercial capacity, 
the City continues, as it proposes in this case, to double, triple, quadruple or more, the 
density on properties of politically-favored developers without any cumulative analysis of 
the impact on the density balance set as part of the 1988 Hollywood General Plan 
Consistency Program. This is a failure to proceed in accordance with law.

Cumulative impacts are defined as “two or more individual effects which, when 
considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other 
environmental impacts.” Guidelines, § 15355. “The cumulative impact from several 
projects is the change in the environment which results from the incremental impact of 
the project when added to other closely related past- present, and reasonably foreseeable 
probable future projects.” Guidelines, § 15355(b); emphasis added.

As the Supreme Court has stated, without proper consideration of cumulative 
impacts, this critical issue may be “submerged,” with potentially “disastrous 
consequences” to the environment. Bozunu v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 
Cal.3d 263, 283-284. Sec also the Supreme Court’s discussion of the need for 
cumulative GHG impacts analysis in CBD v. DFW.

What little “analysis” there is suppresses information regarding the cumulative 
impacts of the Project in the context of the surrounding environment of multiple 
properties and projects with approved entitlements, some as-yet unbuilt, and others 
seeking massive upzoning and densification. The EIR has thus pursued the isolated-
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focus approach to cumulative impacts that was condemned as inconsonant with the 
CEQA Guidelines in Kings County Farm Bureau v. Ci y of Hanford (1990) 221 
Cal.App.3d 692, 718-721. In addition, there are several other projects which are 
reasonably foreseeable, although not necessarily in the formal planning stage

Citizens Assn, for Sensible Development of Bishop Area v. County of Inyo (1985) 
172 Cal.App.3d 151, made it clear that consideration of cumulative impacts must reach 
beyond those projects currently under environmental review: “Related projects currently 
under environmental review unequivocally quality as probable future projects to be 
considered in a cumulative analysis. [Citation ] In addition, even projects anticipated 
beyond the near future should be analyzed for their cumulative effect.” Id. at 168 
(emphasis added), citing Bozung v. Local Area Formation Cmte (1975) 13 Cal.3d at 284.

“A cumulative impact analysis which understates information concerning the 
severity and significance of cumulative impacts impedes meaningful public discussion 
and skews the decisionmaker’s perspective concerning the environmental consequences 
of the project, the necessity for mitigation measures, and the appropriateness of project 
approval.” Citizens to Preserve the Oiai v. County of Ventura (1985) 176 Cal.App.3d 
421,431.

If it is “reasonable and practical” to include other projects in a project’s 
cumulative impacts analysis, then the lead agency is required to do so. San Franciscans 
For Reasonable Growth v. City and County of San Francisco (1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 61, 
77. “While foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must use its best 
efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” Guidelines, § 15144. Given 
the magnitude of the Project’s proposed impacts both individually and cumulatively, 
these issues must be disclosed, analyzed and mitigated in a recirculated DEIR.

VII. CONCLUSION.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Project application and requested approvals 
are not supported by law and must be denied, or at minimum sent back to Planning for 
revision in compliance with existing plans and zoning. In addition, the appeals of the 
approvals of the land use entitlements must be granted and the approvals overturned.

The Project is not consistent with the City’s Charter, General Plan, Municipal 
Code, or state law, including CEQA. We respectfully request that you reject the Project 
as proposed and inform the applicant that going forward, the City Planning Commission



will comply with City Charter Section 555 and its obligations to maintain a proper 
Hollywood General Plan Consistency density balance.

Thank you for your courtesy and attention to this matter.
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Very truly yours,

FOR
THE SILVERSTEIN LAW FIRM, APC

DEW:jr
Attachments
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Executive Office

City Hall • 200 N. Spring Street, Room • Los Angolas, CA 90012

April 8, 2015

TO: All Concerned Consultants. Developers, Engineers, Surveyors and
Applicants

FROM: Michael LoGrande. Director of Planning

SUBJECT: GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT INITIATIONS, REQUESTS TO THE
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING

The City consists of 35 community plans which implement our land use policies 
throughout the City. A major function of the Department of City Planning (Department) 
is the periodic updating of these community plans to reflect changes desired by the 
community. On occasion, applicants and private property owners have requested an 
amendment to a community plan in order to facilitate consideration of a proposed project. 
However, it is important to note that all General Plan Amendments, including those 
limited to a specific property or properties, must be initiated by the City of Los Angeles. 
Specifically, Plan Amendments can only be initiated by the City Council, the City 
Planning Commission or the Director of Planning (LAMC 11.5.6 B).

In order to provide early feedback to an applicant considering such a request, the 
Department’s management team, comprised of both policy planning and project planning 
staff, will convene an internal meeting to review the General Plan Amendment request 
prior to the actual filing of the application at the Development Services Center. If the 
Director of Planning determines the request is worth consideration and has the potential 
of meeting the findings for a General Plan Amendment, the applicant will be directed to 
proceed with the application. A clearance sheet will be provided for inclusion in the 
application filing package. Initiating an applicant's request does not imply an approval, 
but rather that the Department will review and prepare a recommendation to the 
appropriate decision-making body. If Ihe Director of Planning declines to initiate the 
applicant's request for a General Plan Amendment, the applicant may meet with staff to 
discuss other options.

In order to start the process, the applicant is asked to submit some basic information 
regarding the development proposal including: the project description; the existing 
conditions and uses of the proposed project site; the requested entitlement package, 
including information pertaining to the General Plan Amendment request and any zoning 
modifications; and a description of neighboring land uses and the character of the area. 
There is no fee or environmental clearance associated with this management-level 
preview and the turnaround time for feedback is generally one to two weeks. This 
management review is intended to provide early guidance and set clear expectations for 
applicants prior to formal submission of the application, thus avoiding unnecessary time 
delays, costs and major surprises later in the process.
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Memorandum - General Plan Amendment Initiations 
April 8, 2015 
Page 2 of 2

Please submit the following materials:

1. A brief 1-2 page cover tetter describing the development proposal, the existing land 
use designation and zoning, the proposed General Plan Amendment request, other 
requested entitlements, existing site conditions, and the surrounding uses and 
neighborhood character.

2. 8 1/2 x 11 color maps indicating the existing and proposed land use designations and 
zoning.

3. Any additional exhibits including site plans, renderings or photographs that will assist 
the Department's Management Team in their Initial review of your proposal. .

These materials can be hand delivered, mailed or sent electronically to the following Los 
Angeles Department of City Planning staff.

Lisa Webber, Deputy Director of Planning 
Department of City Planning - Executive Office 
City Hall, Room 525 
lisa.webber@tacrtv.orc

Conni Palllni-Tipion, Senior City Planner 
Community Planning 
City Hall, Room 667 
conni.pallini@lacitv.org

Patricia Diefenaerfer. Senior City Planner 
Community Planning 
City Hall, Room 667 
patrfcia.diefenderfer@facitv.org

Bob Duenas, Senior City Planner 
Valley Neighborhood Projects 
6262 Van Nuys Bivd., Room 430 
bob.duenas@lacltv.oro

Snana Bonstin, Senior City Pianner 
Metro Neighborhood Projects 
City Hail, Room 621 
shana.bonstin@lacitv.oru

Simon Pastucha, Senioi City Pianner 
West South LA Neighborhood Projects 
City Hall, Room 621 
simon.pastucha@iacitv.oncj

Luciralia Ibarra, Senior City Planner 
Major Projects Section 
City Hall, Room 750 
luciralia.Ibarra@lacitv.org

mailto:isa.webber@tacrtv.orc
mailto:ini@lacitv.or
mailto:patrfcia.diefenderfer@facitv.org
mailto:bob.duenas@lacltv.oro
mailto:luciralia.Ibarra@lacitv.org
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Executive Office
City Hall - 200 N. Spring Street, Room 525 • Los Angeles, CA 90012

MiifH

a

LOS ANGELES CRY
PLANNING

• . «»' • JwIC' „ u.SJt.m, -«*««■ m

REQUEST FOR INITIATION OF AN AMENDMENT TO THE CITY’S GENERAL PLAN

I hereby request that the Director of Planning initiate a General Plan Amendment from

to '........................................................................... ....................................................................... ...........
on property located at_______________ ;___________________________________________

within the

District/CommuniNSPSb.^

(Signed) Applicant/Representative Date

STAFF USE ONLY: CPC CASE NO..

To insure a comprehensive review of the request and to avoid the introduction of any "spot" planned land 
use, staff recommends that the Director of Planning consider initiating additional oroperties (ADDED
AREAS) within the immediate area for a similar change of the plan from______________________________
to________________________________________________________________ ____________________ _

Location

Pursuant to the City Charter and the Los Angeles Municipal Code, I hereby initiate the plan amendments) 
as requested by the Applicant/Representative and the "Added Areas" as recommended by staff.

Michael J. LoGrande 
DIRECVOR OF PLANNING

Date

CP-7750.1 (8/16/2012)



CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

$

INITIATION REQUEST 
AND TIME .'XTENSION AUTHORIZATION

Initiation. By law only the City may initiate a Plan Amendment. Your application is technically for a Zone 
Change only. Therefore you must request that the City initiate the corresponding Plan Amendment by 
checking the box below: -

□ I hereby request that the City Planning Commission in'tiate a Plan Amendment consisted with my 
requested zone change.

Time extensions. The City Planning Commission will hear General Plan Amendment cases in a timely 
manner. The maximum authorized processing time for General Plan Amendment cases, from the Fee 
Payment date to Commission action date, is 180 days. By authorizing the maximum allowable processing time 
and the extension, you may avoid having your case delayed or denied due to lack of time to resolve 
controversial issues. You should therefore check the following boxes, agreeing to the potential extensions:

□ I hereby consent to the maximum 180-day time limitations pursuant to lamc Section 12.3?. C 6.

(Signed)

(Date)

Applicanfbr-Sepresentative

CP-7750 (7/2010)



SCREEN FORM (Continued)

(1) CRITERIA (2) ANSWER YES OR NO: .

Please refer to the 
maps on file in
Counter N to 
determine Hillside 
areas, CRA areas, 
Specific Plan areas, 
Open Space areas.

Any YES answer requires 
consultation with the Geographic
Section head prior to 
filing. A complete plan 
restudy or other type of 
planning approval may 
be required.

IS (DOES) THE PROJECT:

Project area 
in acres

200 acres
or more

New dwelling units 
in project

1,000 units 
or more

New non-residential 
square footage

1,000,000 
sq.ft, or more

Acreage within 
"hillside'' areas 
(shown on CP-6112)

50 acres
or more

Acreage for pro
jects located in 
whole or in part 
in a CRA area

50 acres *
or more

Mixed use combining 
residential and 
commercial uses

500,000 sq. ft. 
or more

Specific Plans In a Specific
Plan area

Highway Designation Require change
to Hwy. Desig. _____

Change Plan text 
and/or legend

Require change 
to text/legend

Open Space
Designation

In an Open
Space Area

CP-7723 (8/5/2010)
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CITY HALL'S "DENSITY HAWKS" ARE 
CHANGING LA/S DNA

3Y STEVEN LEIGH MORRIS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 77,2008 | 8 YEARS AGO

Soon after taking the job of director of the Los Angeles Department of City Planning in 
2006, Gail Goldberg made a declaration that let slip how City Hall is allowing developers to 
pursue a building frenzy straight out of the storied tale Chinatown.

Said Goldberg, newly arrived here from a similar post in San Diego
“In every city in this country, the zone on the land establishes the value of the land. In Los 
Angeles, that's not true.
"The value of the land is not based on what the zone says ... It's based on what [the] developer 
believes he can change the zone to.
"This is disastrous for the city.
"Disastrous.
"Zoning has to mean something in this city."
Goldberg probably wishes she hadn't said that, not necessarily because she got reprimanded 
by L.A-'s famously vindictive Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, but because Los Angeles County 
Supervisor Zev Yaroslavksy has repeated her words in public, over and over. Yaroslavsky, 
who represented the city's affluent Westside District 5 as a councilman until 1994, has been 
staging a one-man campaign to slow City Hall's feverish promotion of density - a quiet war 
on the large swaths of suburbia and few hunks of countryside remaining inside the city 
limits. With little debate, a trio of new “density enabling" ordinances (a real mouthful, known 
as the Downtown Ordinance, the Parking Reduction Ordinance and the Senate Bill 1818 
Implementation Ordinance) has rolled through Goldberg's Planning Department and ended 
up in the ornate council chambers on City Hall's second floor.
The first two were easilyapproved, and the SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance passed on 
February 20, with only council members Dennis Zine, Janice Hahn, Bill Rosendahl and Tom 
LaBonge opposed. On paper, the three ordinances will let developers bypass the city's 
fundamental zoning protections - and profoundly alter the livability, look and essence of L.A.
This is no small thing. The rules for how Angelenos wanted to fashion their city were 
arduously, sometimes bitterly, negotiated among homeowners, developers, 
environmentalists and politicians in the mid- '80s, led by then city councilmen Joel Wachs, 
Marvin Braude and Yaroslavsky. Those core rules today hold tremendous power, creating a 
blueprint that dictates which Los Angeles neighborhoods should be preserved - and which 
should be dramatically built up.

8/3/20153:37 PM
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Yet in contrast to the boisterous civic debate launched by city and community leaders in the ' 
1980s, the Villaraigosa administration has grown accustomed to only tepid public 
interference and awareness. Through aide Gil Duran, the mayor has for five months ducked 
LA Weeklys routine questions about his agenda's potential consequences citywide - much 
taller and fatter residential buildings than zoning law allows, significantly less green space, 
obliteration of residential parking in some complexes and removal of older, less expensive 
housing. (Hours before the Weekly went to press, Deputy Mayor Helmi Hisserich finally 
responded, lashing out at "heads in the sand" sentiments and warning that "the city is not 
going to stop growing.”)
On the City Council itself, the likes of Wachs and Braude are long gone, replaced by avidly 
prodensity council members such as Jan Perry, Council President Eric Garcetti and Wendy 
Gruel, who rarely say no to grand construction plans and work in tandem with obscure 
regional planning commissions that routinely override zoning rules in favor of developers 
and property owners.
Yaroslavsky, silent for the first two years of Villaraigosa's reign, now snaps, "These density 
hawks at City Hall are trying to undo 20 years of our work."
The constant overriding of zoning protections has indeed been relentless - a binge of 
"zoning variances" and "zone changes" granted by longtime Zoning Administrator Michael 
LoGrande, a little-known official who is the rear admiral of a prodensity flotilla inside City 
Hall that long predates Villaraigosa's administration.
The variances and zone changes — quite simply, permissions to skirt existing rules - are 
granted on a case-by-case basis, and LoGrande hands them out like candy. LoGrande did not 
return numerous phone calls from the Weekly. Four biweekly Planning Department reports, 
randomly selected by the Weekly from March, June, September and December 2007, show 
that requests to increase housing density or square footage rolled in at about 260 annually, 
slowing only as the mortgage crisis hit. Retired Zoning Administrator Jon Perica explains 
that while the sought-after density increases are subjected to design, environmental and 
compatibility review, "the Planning Department historically approves about 90 percent."
For anyone paying attention, and very few people are, LoGrande’s decisions — buttressed by 
the rulings of seven area planning commissions populated with Villaraigosa's appointees - 
are why some corners of the city are taller and more congested than 10 years ago, even 
neighborhoods whose legally binding zoning plans were supposed to achieve the opposite.
In the 1960s, a city growth cap of 4.2 million was established as the peak load for Los 
Angeles' infrastructure and services. This allowed for urban centers like Century City, Warner 
Center and downtown, while protecting single-family neighborhoods. Three years ago,
Perica warned, "growth beyond 4.2 million people would require that existing single-family 
neighborhoods and lower-density residential areas would have to be 'up-zoned' in the future 
for more intense multistoiy density." He added pointedly, "Residents didn't want Los Angeles 
to look like other higher-density Eastern cities, like Chicago and New York."
Nonetheless, the agendas of builders, land speculators, the chambers of commerce, the 
Planning Department and elected leaders have produced a virtually nondebat ed tectonic 
shift since the residential ieal estate turnaround of 2002, much increased under Villaraigosa.

. The shift is pushing L.A. from its suburban model of single-family homes with gardens or 
pools - tire reason many come here — toward an urban template of shrinking green patches 
and multistory buildings of mostly renters.
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To be sure, not everyone sees this in the negative light that people such as The New 
Geography'author and social critic Joel Kotkin ("We remain an increasingly suburban 
nation") and Yaroslavsky do. Downtown developer Tom Gilmore scoffs that Kotkin and other 
defenders of suburbia and single-family dwell ings "take that notion of urbanism and say, 'Oh 
my god, they're going to do that to your neighborhood too! They're going to make everything 
a "heat island"!"'
To Gilmore, the attitude in Ventura County and cities such as Santa Barbara, Rohnert Park, 
Sonoma, Healdsburg, Tracy and Dublin, ail of which have enacted residential-growth limits 
to stop urbanization, denies the inevitable.
Rena Kosnett
(Click to enlarge)
“Oh my god, they’re going to do that to your neighborhood!” -Developer Tom Gilmore, 
mocking those who are worried
"Growth is not an option," says Gilmore. "We cau grow with care, with thought and creativity, 
or we can grow the way we've grown for 150 years. [ don't think the Planning Department has 
got it all right, but I'm happy they've got a template we can argue about"
But his notion cf a grand civic debate under way is a faA§ade. The public have little idea 
what is being allowed even in their immediate area. Downtown insiders such as Ed Reyes - a 
city councilman and chairman of the powerful Planning and Land Use Management 
Committee — working with Villaraigosa's handpicked department heads like Goldberg and 
mayoral appointees like former Councilman Mike Woo (on the Planning Commission) aren't 
engaging Angelenos in any serious discussion of their "template." And the mayor is 
assiduously avoiding a public debate in which he might be forced to justify his vision.
Their template could force urbanism onto all but the most protected enclaves of Los Angeles. 
The truly protected spots are "RI-zoned" - or single-family-residential only — 318,602 of the 
city's roughly 1.4 million housing units. The other 75-plus percent of housing units in Los 
Angeles — including thousands of homes in single-family neighborhoods that residents 
assume are R1 when they are not — could potentially be "up-zoned" for apartment towers 
and condos. Some of the most vulnerable areas are the eastern and western ends of the San 
Fernando Valley — the last quadrants containing some open space.
Of 16,874 housing units built the year after Villaraigosa was elected, 86 percent were 
muUifamily - the vast majority of those rentals. Established homeowner neighborhoods — 
the glue that historian and former California State Librarian Kevin Starr once noted helped 
hold L.A. together, even in bad times — are an afterthought; the Brookings Institute reports 
that LA is suffering a middle-class decline more pronounced than in any other urban area in 
America. -
To be fair, some of the mayor's focus has been on truly "underutilized" areas - nearly 100 
developments of 100,000 square feet or larger are proposed or approved on sites like the old 
Sears warehouse in Boyle Heights, land in Marlton Square in South Los Angeles, and the 
aging Valley Plaza in North Hollywood. Councilwoman Gruel and Council President Gaicetti 
tout this "proactive lead from the mayor."
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But there's another side; Around Vartowen and Balboa in the San Fernando Valley ever the 
past decade, ranch homes on spacious lots have made way for apartments, condos or 
McMansions. Hillsides from Hollywood to Mount Washington are so overbuilt that cars are 
ordered off the streets on “red-flag days.” Along Miracle Mile, beautiful Spanish Colonial 
duplexes that since the 1920s have housed middle-class families sit unprotected from the 
urbanization steamroller.
Zev Yaroslavsky is a shrewd, politically left-of-center politician and a "slow growth1 .

’ advocate with two adult children. Now 59, he'sheen married to health-care and child-care 
activist Barbara Yaroslavsky for 3G years. Bom in Boyle Heights, then home to Jewish 
immigrants, Yaroslavsky grew up in the Fairfax District, ran track at Fairfax I ligh, and put 
himself through UCLA (he has a master's in British imperial history) by teaching Hebrew in 
Long Beach — and playing professional poker.
He knew the gambling had to stop when he was elected to the City Council in 1975. Before he 
was sworn in, he paid a last visit to his favorite Gardena casino, the Normandie, sidling up to 
a group of Jewish matrons who said, “Zev, we know you're going to be an honest politician 
because you never bluff." He remembers thinking, "No, I just look like I never bluff."
Today, he says Los Angeles desperately needs a subway tc the sea. But 23 years ago, he and 
others raised safety concerns about tunneling under the Westside after a 1985 explosion of 
naturally occurring methane gas ripped through the Ross Dress for Less near Fairfax. 
Although Yar oslavsky' is sometimes blamed for halting federal funds for the line, he called for 
further safety studies, while Westside Congressman Henry Waxman led the fight to stop 
federal funds.*
For his part, Yaroslavsky1' in 1998 led a successful ballot effort that stopped local sales taxes 
from being used on the increasingly pricey subway being built under Hollywood. He instead 
pushed to use those funds for non-subway transit projects.*
Longtime Westsiders remember it was Yaroslavsky who ushered through the huge 
expansion of the Westside Pavilion in 1986, despite community outrage over gridlock. 
Developer Gilmore is one of many pro-growthers who blame "Zev" for so disrupting the old 
mass-transit scheme that today the Westside is "incx-edibly dense" and has "the worst traffic 
in the city," but Yaroslavsky tires of getting blamed for inevitable development pressures in 
his former Council District 5.
It is, after all, some of the city's priciest and most sought-after housing real estate, running 
from Palms to Encino and including Westwood and UCLA. It's sometiung of a City Hall 
tradition to blame Yaroslavsky: Even back in 1987, Mayor Tom Bradley's spokesman Frea 
MacFarlane, in TheNew York Times, blamed the congestion on him. In the same story, an LA. 
businessman noted, "Right now, any slow-growtli candidate who does not get arrested for 
molesting children can get elected." But how times have changed.
Yaroslavsky counters today's dominant voice of pro-growthers in City Hall by saying that 
had he not halted the $300-million-per-mile subway, Los Angeles could never have afforded 
to create the popular Orange Line bus lanes in the Valley or the Gold Line light rail from 
downtown to Pasadena. Sounding like the old Yaroslavsky, he tells the Weekly, “In all comers 
of the city, a revolution is brewing against the pack mentality at City Hall."
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One of the issues that most sticks in his craw is the aforementioned SB 1818 implementation 
Ordinance. Not exactly a household phrase, the ordinance lets developers build new 
apartment buildings 35 percent larger than the protective local zoning allows — if developers 
agree to include some below-market "affordable" units in these buildings.
But does it actually produce cheaper housing — its main aim? Yaroslavsky points to a 
development on Sepulveda in Westwood where a developer wiped out 31 apartments rented 
mostly to UCLA students for $1,500, erecting 59 condos with mortgages of about $3,0.00 a 
month. He recalls scornfully, "The developer says to me, Those [$l,500-a-month) units 
weren't affordable anyway.'" Yaroslavsky retorted, “How many of those students can afford 
your condos after they graduate?" And the trend is spreading, hi Miracle Mile, he says, “On 
Ridgeley and Sixth, there's four parcels of rent-controlled units. One day I'm jogging there, 
and they're gone!”
Under the SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance, the now-destroyed lower-cost apartments on 
Ridgeley and Sixth can be replaced with a luxury tower that ignores low-growth zoning — as 
long as the owner agrees to rent 10 to 20 percent of the apartments at "affordable" prices. 
The developer can now charge the current market rate (of about $2,300 a month for a 
twe-bedroom apartment) for the rest of the units he builds at Ridgeley and Sixth — far higher 
than the rents in the now-destroyed building, and enough for a mortgage in most cities
Fumes Yaroslavsky of this "affordable” housing, "The whole thing's a fraud. It’s a wolf in 
sheep's clothing." .
Yaroslavky's passion dates from the mid-'80s, when homeowners associations howled at a 
wave of construction from Hauser Boulevard to La Brea Avenue on both sides of Sixth Street 
in Miracle Mile that destroyed beloved, picturesque Spanish Colonial rentals boasting 
wrought-iron staircases, cozy alcoves and tile work from the 1920s.
The Bradley administration's urbanization frenzy ushered in shoddy, higher-density, four- 
and five-story apartment blocks with quickly decaying stucco veneers that looked like they'd 
been airlifted from Beirut Indignation generated a wave of grassroots activism. Groups such 
as the Detroit Street Coalition and Not Yet New York pressured avidly pro-growth City 
Council President John Ferraro, and Bradley, to protect neighborhoods.
Angry citizens won a huge victory with approval of 35 legally binding land -use plans 
cilywide, now known as "Community Plans." Largely shaped by residents, Community Plans 
made it harder for developers to roll through medium-density neighborhoods such as 
Miracle Mile. Community Plans protected the suburban character of low-density areas being 
eyed by developers near big streets like Florence, Reseda, Vanowen, La Brea and South 
Broadway.
But here's the clincher: SB 1818 tramps restrictions built into the Community Plans because 
it's state law. Each Community Plan is slowly being revisited by the Planning Department in 
negotiations among homeowners, renters, business owners and city planners, so that . 
neighborhoods conform to projected gr owth. Right now, 12 city planners (plus support staff) 
are redoing a big batch of Community Plans including Boyle Heights, Central City, Granada 
Hills, Hollywood, San Pedro, South Centra! (redubbed Southeast), South LA., Sunlaud- 
Tujunga, Syimar, West Adams, West L.A. and Westlake.
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In this top-down process, the Planning Department contacts each affected neighborhood 
council (after notifying the City Council member who oversees that neighborhood) that 
changes are in the wind — usually to density the neighborhood.
Some areas face unusually dramatic growth, not because their Community Plan calls for it, 
but because city planners got $1 million from the prodevelopment Southern California 
Association of Governments, combined wit h Proposition A transportation funds and 
property taxes, to research and pian extremely deuse new neighborhoods near train stations 
in mostly poor areas along Exposition Boulevard in South Los Angeles, along Soto and 
Indiana streets on the Eastside, and near Gold Line stations in Chinatown, Lincoln Heights 
and Cypress Park.
Wes Joe, of the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council, says that his Community Plan was 
rewi itten in 2004, just before Goldberg got here from San. Diego, so Silver Lake won't be up 
for review for some time. Joe says city officials contacted one in five Silver Lake households 
that year to help redo the Community Plan, and those meetings drew the "usual array of 
Anglo homeowners" in a neighborhood that's also heav ily Latino. Steve Leffert, the president 
of Lake Balboa Neighborhood Council in the Valley, says that Lake Balboa's two adjacent 
Community Plans were rewritten in 1993 and 1994, and he's heard nothing from the Planning 
Department — yet.
The ostensible purpose of Community Plans is to manage the growth that is now officially 
capped at 4.2 million before city services — like sewerage and local roads - are strained 
beyond capacity. Perica points out that the current population of 3.9 million doesn't include 
the 300,000 to 400,000 undocumented residents who make up 10 percent of the city, some 
living in 50,000 to 70,000 illegally adapted garages and storage spaces, according to the 
Department of Building and Safety. "Keep that in mind the next time you're stuck ir. traffic," 
Perica says. And the planning that exists for that shadow population doesn't begin to address 
the scale of the problem.
Some residents are stunned by the way the city is trying to circumvent the intent of the 
Yaroslavksy-sponsored slow-growth measure known as Proposition U, embraced in a 
landslide vote in 1986, which cut in half the size of buildings allowed on commercial strips 
adjacent to residential areas.
Voters ushered in Prop. U after then Mayor Bradley, Council President Ferraro and 

■ prodeveloper council members like Pat Russell embraced wildly inappropriate projects. 
Westwood Village was targeted for massive growth, and a huge trash-b ur rung facility, Lancer, . 
was pushed in South LA One flash point came with the $43 million, six-story Encino Terrace 
Center office tower, which now looms over an attractive Encino neighborhood, wiping out 
privacy below and casting a permanent shadow.
Prop. U aside, North Hollywood and Hollywood are now targeted for 20-to-35-slory 
skyscrapers that include a mix of residential on the upper floors and commercial on the 
bottom. The 35-story Columbia Square building will tower over Sunset Boulevard at Gower 
Street. Such skyscrapers represent dramatic - and virtually undebated - departures for 
Hollywood and the Valley. Neither skyscraper site is protected by Prop. U, which doesn’t 
apply to Hollywood/downtown or the Metro Rail site in North Hollywood.
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Beyond what's in store for Hollywood and the Valley, Yaroslavsky also believes that the SB 
1818 Implementation Ordinance places treasured, low-slung neighborhoods such as the 
Fairfax District's historic rental corridor at risk. But since the mayor is ducking public 
discussion, Yaroslavsky, a powerful elected official, finds himself instead debating two little- 
known, if influential, city employees who serve at Villaraigosa's pleasure - Goldberg and 
Senior City Planner Jane Blumenfeld.
“This is where .Gad Goldberg is missing the boat," Yaroslavsky explains of the threats to 
established, steady neighborhoods. For example, in the Fairfax District, where SB 1818's 
incentives allow developers to blow past existing zoning, "You've just increased the chance of 
demolition and redevelopment from impossible to probable."
Though Goldberg counters that the new law doesn't threaten the Fairfax District, in a 
moment of candor she agrees that SB 1818 is an unavoidable state law that's "a terrible fit for 
Los Angeles." Blumenfeld, too, concedes that it's "draconian... but we're trying to make it 
work"
But Yaroslavsky says it was Blumenfeld, not the state, who pushed the new densities well 
beyond the state requirements to "35 percent more density," and Blumenfeld then "laid out 
all the 'findings' to approve it."
Villaraigosa isn't part of this growing rancor. His own views are unknown, aside from his 
repetitive claim that the "construction crane is the official bird" for Los Angeles.
Meet Jane Blumenfeld, the object of Yaroslavsky's scorn and senior planner for the city of 
Los Angeles. After receiving her bachelor's in history from the University of Wisconsin, and 
then a master's in city planning from the University of Pennsylvania, she came here in 1978, 
working as a planning adviser for Mayor Bradley, just as young Councilman Yaroslavsky was 
ushering through Prop. U to halt commercial high-rises near homes.
After spending some years in the real estate business, Blumenfeld worked as chief of staff to 
former Councilman Mike Feuer, then rejoined the Planning Department in 2001. A small 
woman with a quick wit propelled by spurts of sarcasm, Blumenfeld appears a bit stunned by 
the charges Yaroslavsky lodges against her, like an elf reacting to the roar of a bear.
"All right... all right," she says calmly. "Let's just take a look at his work.'
Blumenfeld leads me through a maze of hallways in City Hall, to an inner office where she 
points to a color-coded map. "See that?" she says, pointing out that 83 percent of the 
commercial parcels in the city are marked - indicating Prop. U is in force. "It's not physically 
possible to build growth there, because Zev has blocked it with Proposition U."
But that's not true. In 2002, under Mayor James Hahn and with virtually no public scrutiny, 
the City Council watered down Prop. U, creating a new land zone confusingly dubbed 
"Residential Accessory Services." In such zones, projects can be doubled in size if the 
developer merely agrees to mix housing units with businesses. In another nod to developers, 
and calling it "smart growth," the council decided that projects with "aff ordable" housing can 
be one-third bigger than permitted if they are within 1,500 feet of a bus stop. Togethei with 
SB 1818, much of L.A. is now open to multistory construction. (Clickhere to download PDF of 
the map.)
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To Blumenfeld, those neighborhoods are underutilized "transit corridors" She also denies 
Yaroslavsky's charge that Fairfax - as well as other stable villages that make up L.A — is 
threatened by SB 1818. Developers still find that “land is expensive, lumber is expensive. The 
[state] law's been in effect for almost three years, but we've not seen any projects on Fairfax."
“So why write these incentives into the new law?" Yaroslavsky retorts. "The city can't keep 
talking out of both sides of its mouth."
City leaders first learned’of plans to mandate denser Cahfoinia cities in a 1996 memo from 
the State Department of Housing and Community Development But Yaroslavsky insists he 
didn't hear about SB 1818 until last summer, when a mole from the city's Planning 
Department leaked him a draft of the plan for apartment buildings 35 percent bigger than 
allowed.
“We were appalled," Yaroslavsky says. So the county supervisor again became the town crier. 
Prodensity groups begrudgingly credit him for pressuring the council to ban these higher 
buildings next to or across alleys from R1 (single family) homes. But other neighborhood 
protections, such as a lengthy appeals process, were stripped away
"This all comes from the stupidity of doing these things behind closed doors," Yaroslavsky 
says. "Now everybody's weighing in. They didn't know what was going on. Now the Silver 
Lake Neighborhood Council is picking this all apart, and rightly so."
On hearing Yaroslavsky's version, Blumenfeld rolls her eyes.
"There's really no secret plans here," she says. “We don't do anything in this department 
that's not superpublic and transparent, and nobody knows better than Zev the steps we go 
through to adopt an ordinance. There were many, many public hearings."
She cites a series of committee meetings, describing them as poorly attended: '"Wow! A plan 
to implement SB 1818! Let me give up my Saturday to go to this!'"
In fact, Angelenos don't have a clue what's been happening, or what's coming. In the 32 
months since Villaraigosa was elected, for example, the Los Angeles Times and the DaiLyNews 
have written only four stories about a plan to allow apartments without par king in order to 
squeeze in more units. The phrase "SB 1818" has appeared in just 14 articles. The mayor's czar 
of zoning variances, Michael LoGrande, is virtually unknown — mentioned just six times in 
Los Angeles print media in the past two years. And the "superpublic" hearings cited by 
Blumenfeld were attended almost exclusively by lobbyists, a few activists and the occasional 
curious neighbor. .
"There should be a debate!" Yaroslavsky wheezes, a victim of allergies, dabbing his nose with 
a handkerchief.
' The proponents of the density hawks, including the director of the Planning Department, 
and the real estate industry, and the L.A. Area Chamber of Commerce - they had the audacity 
to say that they negotiated the plan [with homeowners). Not true, there wasn't one 

* neighborhood group that knew about it!"
Now meet Gail Goldberg, Blumenfeld's boss and philosophical cousin, and die other object 
of Yaroslavsky's discontent On a Friday at 8:20 am., I step out of a City Hall elevator on the 
fifth floor, walking down an imposing corridor. There stand the double doors to the offices of 
the director of the Planning Department, Goldberg.
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More than 30 feet back from the unattended public counter sits Goldberg's assistant, Lily 
Quan, the only person in the vast reception area at that hour. She looks up. “May I kelp you?"
"I'm with the LA. Weekly, and I just got stood up by the planning director for an 8 a.m. 
meeting at Starbucks."
Quan offers an expression of withering condescension. “I think you're confused," she says 
slowly, as if to a mentally impaired person. "Your meeting is scheduled for next Friday.”
"I have a copy of the e-mail, sent by you, confirming the meeting for this morning."
Quan consulrs her computer, tapping buttons.
"Looks like we made a mistake," she concedes. "Sorry... She's got a 9 a.m. appointment, so 
you'd only have half an hour."
"That," I say, “would be a good start," pondering how the Planning Department could have so 
much trouble planning a cup of coffee.
At 8:35, Quan ushers me down a small hallway. Goldberg graciously rises from the seat 
behind her desk to apologize, greeting me in a manner that is both warm and — since we are 

. in City Hall — imperious.
"So what have I read of yours lately?" she asks.
"You would probably have a better idea of that than me.”
"What l mean is, what have you written that might have annoyed me?"
In fact, I had recently authored a piece on the city's "Parking Reduction Ordinance," which 
lets developers of apartments and condos near train stations and bus stops get a waiver from 
the city's minimum parking-space requirements. In a radical departure, the city could allow 
big apartments to be constructed without parking spaces. The developer need only prove he 
is providing a vaguely imagined "alternative means" of transportation — potentially, anything 
from carpool programs to bicycle racks to walking canes and foot balm - that a local 
city-zoning administrator feels is a "viable alternative" to driving.
The “public-transit promoting" Parking Reduction Ordinance is not going over well with 
some of the very few Los Angeles residents who have heard of it.
The Silver Lake Neighborhood Council says that, among other things, the reduced-parking 
ordinance will eventually punish the working poor (who actually.use public transit), helping 
to prod them out of neighborhoods where hipster, "transit-oriented" projects lacking parking 
would almost inevitably be paired with luxury rentals.
Developer Gilmore insists the parking-reduction waiver isn't aimed at "what's happening in 
Silver Lake today, but what it will look like in 20 to 30 years." Yaroslavsky responds, "I don't 
think Gail [Goldberg] has a clue as to the impact of what these 'incentives' will be."
When residents of Los Angeles hammered out 35 Community Plans to direct what should 
happen in the c ity's loosely connected villages, those plans did not include luxury 
apartments without parking or skyscraper apartments looming over neighborhoods.
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"Good planning has to lead, not follow," Goldberg explains, of City Hall's quiet push to 
amend those Community Plans, a process she insists will emphasize the need to work 
together. "We need to get in front of the process with Community Plans, which we're creating 
right now."
Twenty years ago, Robin Kramer, then chief of staff to Easrside City Councilman Richard 
Alatorre, told The New York 1 imes, in an almost identical comment, that the key question was 
how City Hall could “best manage the growth and lead iLr.Now Kramer is back, again as a 
chief of staff — but this time to Villaraigosa.
At 9 a.m., as Goldberg is preparing to greet members of the Downtovm Piaiming 
Commission, she advises me of my civic responsibility as a journalist regarding the density 
debate:
"All I ask is that you don't scare people into paralysis."
The apartment-construction binge began in 2002 but dates to 1993, when the Planning 
Department, under newly elected Mayor Richard Riordan, rolled out the new-housing 
component of its General Plan. Although dozens of Community Plans a ttempted to mute its 
more dire effects, the General Plan claimed that two-thirds of the city — already the fourth 
most densely populated in the nation — was "underutilized."
Many found the General Plan laughable and unlikely to ever unfold. But then demographers 
from California's State Department of Finance and the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) prophesied that an inevitable county population increase of 2.5 million 
people by 2025 had to be met in Los Angeles by the building of far more housing.
That's when city planners started redesigning the very DNA of Los Angeles.
Goldberg says that SCAG bureaucrats want to see 16,000 new housing units per year — in a 
city many residents view as already overbuilt and grossly congested. (City Hall listens to 
SCAG, but some cities are sick of SCAG’s density drumbeat Irvine is involved in a bitter 
lawsuit against SCAG; Palmdale and La Mirada tried to stop SCAG and lost in court.)
SCAG "population projections" cf massive, inevitable growth in L.A. are notoriously 
unreliable, says demographer James Allen, professor emeritus of geography at California 
State University Northridge.
"I personally don't put any stake in the accuracy of projections from SCAG or anyone else," 
Allen says. In his college classes, Allen assigns his students to make such projections - 
showing them how easy it is to manipulate theoretical circumstances to get whatever 
"population growth" results they desire.
It's a game, Allen explains, with outcomes "ail based on assumptions that can't be known." A 
crash in the local economy, the subprime mortgage debacle, a flood or earthquake, major job 
growth in the U.S. South - all can send hundreds of thousands of people to other regions.
"But let's say they're accurate," Yarosla vsky conjectures. "Are we being told that we need to 
rebuild the entire city to facilitate another 2.5 million people in the next 17 years? Good luck. 
It's not going to happen - economically or politically It's preposterous. The deal is that 
there are a number of developers who see an opportunity here to make a killing."
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The actual growth statistics fly in the face of the luxury-apartment future envisioned by the 
Villaraigosa administration. The U.S. Census says that between 1990 and 2000,400,000 
more residents fled Los Angeles County than moved in from other states and California 
counties. And significantly, the people who moved here earn an average of $3,000 less per 
year than’the 400,000 who fled.
Yet the population is expanding, and the two key causes are illegal immigration and the high 
birth rate among the poor and working poor. Local Latino birth rates are driving it, and in 
Los Angeles, that means families with a median annual income circling $25,000
Who is going to snap up thousands of luxury apartments on the drawing boards, at $2,500 a 
month? A few foreign nationals from Stuttgart and London, Dubai and Moscow? Even if 
Villaraigosa's team comes up with 16,000 new units per year in order to please land 
speculators, developers and bureaucrats at SCAG, it’s highly unlikely that L.AJs new 
residents — not hipsters but low-income families - could afford them.
"There's never been tire market to support what they’ve been building," says Joel Kotkin, who 
notes that LA. planners mistakenly believe they are creating the next New York or Chicago, 
when, Kotkin believes, it's more likely they are erecting a dense new Third World city.
There are, to be sure, arguments supporting high-density cities. Peter Gleick, director of 
Pacific Institute, an ecology-research foundation in San Francisco, says, "In single-family 
suburban homes, more than half the tap-water supply is spent on lawns and gardens.... With 
the expected radical decline in the Sierra Nevada snowpacks, cities like Los Angeles and Las 
Vegas cannot continue to grow in the 21st century the way they did in the 20th."
But density also breeds much more crime — something "density hawks" never mention. A 
report by the National Center for Policy Analysis says crime rates in dense cities outpace by 
up to 20 percent the crime in more sprawling, spacious cities. So-called "smart growth" 
Portland and Seattle lead the pack in property crime
These colliding issues — of water usage, crime peaks, birth rates, developer greed (or 
hardship, according to Gilmore), statistical manipulation and City Hall transparency - could 
and should be the subject of public debate in Los Angeles.
But they're not.
Think of the current process as the urban-planning equivalent of termites gnawing away at 
the city's crossbeams. Each time a zoning-change application is considered, it must be heard 
in public in front of a volunteer-committee of a regional Planning Commission — all political 
appointees of Villaraigosa.
The Planning Department is supposed to send notifications to the relevant "certified 
neighborhood council," and to all neighbors within 500 feet of the property at issue, or to 
post a notice in any local newspaper. And in addition, the agenda for all such hearings is 
posted at www.cityplanning.lacity.org.
That's how the Planning Department claims to be engaging the public. But a wall of silence 
between the public and the city is built into the incremental nature of the process. -
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Few residents know what to make of the strangely worded notifications they suddenly 
receive in the mail - just 10 days before a hearing. (Some notices, as in the Lake Balboa 
district in the Valley, arrived after a key hearing had occurred.) There's vety rarely media 
interest, and in a city where few residents know the name of their city-council member (Los 
Angeles City Council districts contain about 280,000 people, the largest such districts — and 
many say the least responsive -- in the U.S.), fighting City Hall is daunting.
Planning Commission hearings are held during business hours, handy for developers but not 
for residents. When no residents appear to oppose a developer's plan, the regional 
commissioners — often local residents, theoretically more invested in the area's welfare than 
downtown planners - usually go along with the developer. Usually, after the developer 
completes an environmental report and addresses a few problems, the zoning change or 
variance is granted.
The Woodland Hills-Warner Neighborhood Council's chairperson, Joyce Pearson, wrote this 
warning in a recent newsletter to her Valley area: "The public often waits until it's too late to 
do anything to enhance major developments or to impact any potential problems that may 
be caused.”
Yet the public isn't "waiting," as Pearson puts it The public is out of the loop - often until the 
demolition fence is already up.
That seems fine with City I {all. With a few pockets of 1980s-style activism developing at the 
feistier monthly neighborhood-council meetings in Los Angeles, City Hall has begun 
responding - by attacking the locals.
For example, the often-clamoring North Hills West Neighborhood Council, in a far-flung 
Valley area that was a hotbed of secession-movement sentiment, is so distrustful of City Hall 
that its members attend city Planning Commission hearings en masse. The North Hills group 
has defeated a series of liigh-density housing proposals on its rustic fields and meadows.
For their trouble, City Hall came down hard on these citizens. According to homeowner 
Peggy Burgess, the Neighborhood Council was subjected to an official barrage of blistering, 
trumped-up charges — even including racism - that originated from a cadre of 
pro-growthers. The accusers were allowed to file complaints anonymously with the city's 
somewhat ironically named Department of Neighborhood Empowerment (DONE).
Burgess says that, during a vitriolic December meeting, Manuel Durazo, a city project 
coordinator for DONE, conceded that he simply forwarded the ugly charges to the Board of 
Neighborhood Commissioners, and official ''decertification" proceedings of the 
Neighborhood Council got under way - with no city official bothering to investigate the 
accusations, or allowing the neighborhood council to refute them. .
Durazo finally admitted the charges were unsubstantiated. He sent out a letter congratulating 
the Neighborhood Council on its victory - adding that he'd requested that the city transfer 
him to a ditferent district.
Since 2005, Villaraigosa has been tirelessly cheerleading for a taller city. He has often pointed 
to the frenzied construction of mixed-use buildings (apartments, shops and offices) as proof 
that he is probusiness.
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In fact, some counter that LA is autibusiness, a city that drives big and small companies to 
neighboring Pasadena, Calabasas, Glendale, Culver City and elsewhere, earning itself special 
attention each year in the Kosmont Report on urban areas with backward business policies.
"Villaraigosa appears to believe that edifices equate with business, and that the buildings 
themselves will lure in an educated work force and quality companies. “If we're not creating 
wealth, if we’re not bringing in investment, if the official bird of Los Angeles isn’t the crane, 
then we won't be able to do all the good things we would like to do for our people,' 
Villaraigosa told the Los Angeles Business Journal in 2006. •
His narrow emphasis on high-density housing construction might cost LA if a recession has 

. really arrived. "The burst housing bubble has hit us pretty hard," says Joseph Linton, policy 
associate for Livable Spaces, a nonprofit developer that’s completed mixed-income, transit- 
oriented residences in Long Beach and Lincoln Heights. The affordable units are selling, "but 
our market-rate units are going very slowly." Adds Gary Toebben, president of the LA Area 
Chamber of Commerce, ‘‘New market-rate housing is just not moving"
Nonetheless, Blumenfeld imagines dense urban villages built around subway stations, 
populated by the young and old, neighbors who shop on the ground floor and use rail or 
buses to get about. •
Gail Goldberg looks out across the city and imagines residents and developers working side 
by side, with her department's firm leadership dedicated to the integrity of neighborhoods.
But from his County Hall of Administration office just a few blocks away, Yaroslavsky, his 
voice rumbling in a basso profundo, waves off Blumenfeld’s and Goldberg's utopian plans: "I 
watched the demolition derby in this town 20 years ago... I have a platform I have some 
credibility. I have something to say. [But) I shouldn't be the one to say it."
Also read Julia Cooke's article on urban similarities betwe en LA. and Mexico City.

And What's Smart About Smart Growth? by DavidZahniser

*Editor‘s Note: This story incorrectly stated that Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev 
Yaroslavsky fought federal funding for subways after a methane explosion in 1985. In fact,

. Yaroslavsky called for more study of methane gas dangers while Congressman Henry 
Waxman championed the federal ban. Later, Yaroslavsky led a ballot efforc that prevented 
local sales taxes from being used on the subway being tunneled under Hollywood, allowing 
that tax money to go to other transit projects. This story was corrected Feb. 29.
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City attorney
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REPORT RE:

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE LOS ANGELES ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND MUNICIPAL CODES TO MAKE VARIOUS TECHNICAL AND 

CLARIFYING CHANGES

The Honorable Los Angeles City Council 
of the City of Los Angeles 

Room 395, City Hal!
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Council File Nos. 01-0760 and 99-1800 
CPC Case No. 99 0435 - not transmitted

Honorable Members:

We are transmitting to you for your action, approved as to form and legality, a final 
draft Ordinance to amend the Los Angeles Administrative and Municipal Codes to make 
various technical and clarifying changes.

Charter Findings

Pursuant to Charter Section 559, tne Director of Planning has approved this draft 
ofordinar.ee on behalf of the City Planning Commission and recommended that the City 
Council adopt it. Should the City Council adopt this ordinance, it may comply with the 
provisions of Charter Section 558 by either adopting the findings of the Director of Planning 
as set forth in his report dated August 23, 2005, or by making its own findings.

CEQA Findings • ■ -

Regarding a finding pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), 
the Department of Planning determined that the proposed ordinance is exempt from 
CEQA, pursuant to Article II, Section 2, Subsection (m) of the City's CEQA Guidelines

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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Honorable Los Angeles City Council 
of the City of Los Angeles 

Page 2

because enactment of this ordinance constitutes enabling legislation and will have no 
impact on the physical environment. If the City Council concurs, it must make this finding 
prior to or concurrent with its action on the ordinance.

Summary of Ordinance Provisions

The draft of ordinance amends various provisions of the Los Angeles Administrative 
and Municioal Codes to correct typographical errors, and to make clarifying and technical 
changes.

Council Rule 38 Referral

A copy of the final draft ordinance was sent, pursuant to Council Rule 38, to tho 
Departments of Building and Safety and Housing. The Departments have indicated that 
they have no objections to the draft ordinance.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact Assistant City Attorney Sharon 
Siedorf Cardenas at (213) 978-8235. She or another member of this staff will be available 
to answer any questions you may have when you consider this matter.

Sincerely,

ROCKARD J. DELGADILLO, City Attorney

By
DAVID MICHAELSON 

Chief Assistant City Attorney

DM/SSC:pj(n4a72)
Transmittal



ORDINANCE NO.____________

An ordinance amending Sections 4.91 and 4.111.1 and repealing 
Section 4.111.3 of the Lcs Angeles Administrative Code and repealing Section 11.5.8, 
adding Sections 11.5.9 and amending Sections 11.00,11.5.6, 11.5.7, 12.03,12.04,
12.09, 12.16. 12.21, 12.21.3, 12.21.5, 12.22, 12.24,12.26, 12.27, 12.32, 12.36,13.01, 
13.02, 13.10, 14.00. 16.05, 16.50, 17.03, 17.06, 17.50, I7.52, 17.54,41.50, 91.6218.2, 
Table 62-C of Division 62 of Article 1 of Chapter IX, 91.6305, 91.8607, 97,0201,
151.09, and 152.06 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to make various technical and 
clarifying changes.

THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Subsection (f) of Section 4.91 of the Los Angeles Administrative 
Code is amended to read:

(f) Retroactive Salary Adjustments. Step adjustments will be 
recomputed, if necessary, pursuant to the provisions for any retroactive salary 
ordinance (for non-represented employees) cr Council-approved MOU {for 
represented employees).

Sec. 2. Section 4.111.1 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code is amended by 
adding a second unnumbered paragraph to read:

A court of competent jurisdiction is defined as a court within the county in which 
the employee resides. If the place of appearance is outside the county of residence, it 
must be within 150 miles of the employees residence.

Sec. 3. Section 4.111.3 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code is repealed.

Sec. 4. The first paragraph of Subsection (I) of Section 11,00 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

(I) In addition to any other remedy or penalty provided by this Code, any 
violation of any provision of this Code is declared to be a public nuisance and 
may be abated by the City or by the City Attorney on behalf of the people of the 
State of California as a nuisance by means of a restraining ordei, injunction or 
any other order or judgment in law or equity issued by a court of competent 
jurisdiction. The City or the City Attorney, on behalf of the people of the State of 
California, may seek injunctive relief to enjoin violations of, or to compel 
compliance with, the provisions of this Code or seek any other relief or remedy 
available at law or equity.
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Sec. 5. The second and third unnumoered paragraphs of Subsection E of 
Section 11.5.6 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code are amended to read:

After the close of the public hearing, the Council may do either of the following:

1. Approve or disapprove the Plan amendment In whole or in part in 
accordance with Charter Section 555(e); or

2. Propose changes to the Plan amendment

The Council shall take either of these actions within 75 days after receiving the 
recommendation of the Mayor, or within 75 days after the expiration of the 
Mayor’s time to act if the Mayor has not made a timefy recommendation. The 
failure of the Council to act within that 75-day penod shall constitute a 
disapproval of the Plan amendment.

Sec. 6. Paragraph (a) of Subdivision 2 of Subsection C of Section 11.5.7 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read-

(a) That the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, 
findings, standards and provisions of the specific plan; and

Sec. 7. Section 11.5.8 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is repealed

Sec. 8. Article 1.5 of Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended 
by adding a new Section 11.5.9 to read:

Sec. 11.5.9. WITHDRAWAL OF APPLICATION.

A. Procedures. At any time before the initial decision-maker or appellate body 
on appeal makes a final decision on an application pursuant to the Code sections listed 
in Subsection C below, the applicant may withdraw the application.

B. Limitations. The withdrawal of the application must be in writing and does 
not require the decision-maker to concur. The withdrawal cf the application shall be 
permanent and any associated authorization shall be void.

C. Code Sections. This section applies to applications filed pursuant to 
Sections 11.5.6, 11.5.7, 12.20.2, 12.20.3, 12.21, 12.22, 12.23, 12.24, 12.25, 12.26, 
12.27, 12.28. 12.30, 12.32, 12.36, 12.39, 12.50,13.01 H, 1400, 14.5.6, 16.01,16.02. 
16.04, 16.05, 16.50 and Articles 7 and 8 of Chapter 1 of this Code
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Sec. 9. Lettered paiagraphs (a) and (0 of the definition of Accessory Use in 
Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code are amended to read:

(a) all the historic vehicles and parts maintained in outdoor storage, 
whether currently I censed or unlicensed, or whether operable or inoperable 
constitute an Historic Vehicle Collection;

(f) plans for the maintenance of the Historic Vehicle Collection have been 
submitted to and approved by the Zoning Administrator in accordance with the 
procedures in Section 12.28 C 1,2 and 3 and subject to the same fees as in 
Section 19.01 E for relief from fence height limitation.

Sec. 10. The fourth unnumbered paragraph of the definition of Accessory Use in 
Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

An approval of an Historic Vehicle Collection and any use allowed by this 
Code shall be subject to conditions net in conflict with this Code which the 
Zoning Administrator may deem necessary or advisable to impose in order to 
protect the peace and quiet of occupants of contiguous property.

Sec. 11. Subsection C of Section 12.04 of the los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

C. In order to regulate more adequately and restrict the height and floor area of 
buildings and structures, each lot shall include a height district designation. Height 
district designations shall be numbered from 1 to 4, CRA 1 to 4, EZ 1 to 4, and CSA 1 
to 4 arid shall regulate the height or floor area of build'ngs and structures as provided in 
Sections 12.21.1, 12.21.2, 12.21.3, 12.21.4 and 12.21.5. The height districts and their 
boundaries are shown on the Zoning Map by a combination of zone symbols and height 
district number markings, e.g., R2-1, C2-2, M1-3, C1-CRA1, M2-EZ2, C2-CSA3 9tc. 
Where a lot is located in more than one height district, the applicable zone symbol 
designations shall be separated by a slash mark, e.g., RZ-CRA'CSA, C2-EZ1/CRA2, 
etc. The symbol "HD" preceding height district number markings, when shown on the 
Zoning Map or used in a zoning ordinance, is an aobreviaticn for the words "height 
district" and refers to height districts. The height districts for the "CW" Zone are the 
height districts shown in Section 6 of the Central City West Specific Plan The height 
districts for the "ADP" Zone are height districts shown in Section 7 of the Alameda 
District Specific Plan. The height distnets for the "WC" Zone are height districts shown 
in Section 7 of the Warner Center Specific Plan. The height districts for the "LASED" 
Zone are the height districts shown on Section 10 of the Los Angeies Sports and 
Entertainment District Specific Plan
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Sec. 12 Subdivision 4 of Subsection C of Section 12.09 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

4. Lot Area - Every lot shall have a minimum width of 50 feet and a 
minimum area of 5,000 square feet. The minimum lot area per dwelling unit 
shall be 2,500 square feet, except fci apartment houses, boarding or rooming 
houses, and multiple dwellings on lots having a side lot line adjoining a lot in a 
commercial or industrial zone as provided for in Subsection A of this section, 
which uses shall comply with the lot area per dwelling unit and guest room 
regulations of the RD1.5 Zone.

Provided, that where a lot has a width of less than 50 feet or an area of 
less than 5,000 square feet and was held under separate ownership or was of 
record at the time this article became effective, the lot may be occupied by any 
use permitted in this section, except those uses requiring more than 5,000 
square feet of lot area. In no case, however, shall a two-family dwelling or 
two-family dwellings be allowed on a lot with an area of less than 4,000 square 
feet.

Exceptions to area regulations are provided tor in Section 12.22 C of this
Code.

Sec. 13. Paragraph (a) of Subdivision 2 of Subsection A of Section 12.16 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read.

(a) The following amusement enterpnses:

(1) boxing arena;

(2) games of skill and science;

(3) merry-go-round, ferns wheel or carousel;

(4) penny arcade;

(5) shooting gallery;

(6) skating rink;

(7) Strip tease show. This use snail include an adult cabaret, as 
defined in Section 12.70 B cf this Code;

(8) billiard or pool hall;
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(9) bowling alley;

(10) indoor swap meets, unless authorized pursuant to the
provisions of Section 12.24 W 42; and

(11) other similar uses, but not including the conducting of any
game of bingo authorized pursuant to the provisions of Article 4.5 of
Chapter IV of this Code.

Sec 14. Paragraph (p) of Subdivision 2 of Subsection A of Section 12.16 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(p) Gymnasiums, health clubs and other similar uses.

Sec. 15. Subdivision 2 of Subsection A of Section 12.21 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

2. Other Use and Yard Determinations by the Zoning Administrator. 
The Zoning Administrator shall have authority to determine other uses, in 
addition to those specifically listed in this article, which may be permitted in each 
of the various zones, when in his or her judgment, the other uses are similar to 
and no more objectionable to the public welfare than those listed.

The Zoning Administrator shall also have authority to interpret zoning 
regulations when the meaning of the regulation is not ciear, either in general or 
as it apples to a specific property or situation.

Anyone aggrieved by the Zoning Administrator's determination may file an 
appeal within 15 days from the issuance of the written decision.

The City Planning Commission shall hear appeals on Zoning 
Administrator Interpretations where there is no site specific issue. The Area 
Planning Commission shal' hear appeals on site specific Zoning Administrator 
Interpretations. In no instance, however, shall the Zoning Administrator 
determine, nor shall these regulations be so interpreted, that a use may be 
permitted in a zone when that use is specifically listed as first perm ssible in a 
less restrictive zone; e g a use listed in the C2 Zone shall not be permitted in 
the C1 Zone, or in a more restricted designation associated with a Pedestrian 
Oriented District or Specific Plan.

The Zoning Administrator shall aiso have authority to adopt general 
interpretations determining the proper application of the yard regulations to 
groups of lots located in hillside districts or affected by common problems.
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Sec. 16. Paragraph (c) of Subdivision 4 of Subsection A of Section 12 21 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(c) For Commercial and Industrial Buildings. Except as otherwise 
provided in Subparagraphs (1) through and including (7) below, there shall be at 
least one automobile parking space for each 500 square feet of combined floor 
area contained within all the office, business, commercial, research and 
development buildings, and manufacturing or industrial buildings on any lot.

Sec. 17. Sub-subparagraphs 3 and 6 of Subparagraph (3) of Paragraph (x) of 
Subdivision 4 of Subsection A of Section 12.21 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code are 
amended to read:

3. Wilsnire Center/Koreatown Recovery Redevelopment 
Project Area, delineated by Ordinance No. 170606;

6. Any Enterprise Zone as that term is defined in 
Section 12 21.4 of this Code.

Sec. 16. Sub-subparagraphs 7, 8, 9 and 10 of Subparagraph (3) of 
Paragraph (x) of Subdivision 4 of Subsection A of Sect.on 12.21 of the Los Angeies 
Municipal Code are repealed

Sec. 19 The Exception of Subparagraph (k) of Subdivision 5 of Subsection A of 
Section 12.21 of the Los Angeles Municipal Cooe is amended to read:

EXCEPTION:

Lights in compliance with Sections 91. 6305 and 91.8607 of 
the Code.

All parking areas and garages provided for three or more 
dwelling units or guest rooms shall have an average surface 
illumination of not less than 0.2 footcandles (2.15 lx).

Sec. 20 Subdivision 11 of Subsection A of Section 12.21 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

11. Tennis or Paddle Tennis Courts. A tennis or paddle tennis court, 
constructed as an accessory use to the primary residential use on the same lot in 
the A or R Zones, shall comply with specific construction and operation 
standards as may be established by the Zoning Administrator pursuant to 
Subsection C 4 of this section and shall be located as requYed in Subsection C 5 
of this section.
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Sec. 21. Paragraph (i) of Subdivision 16 of Subsection A of Section 12.21 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(i) Showers and lockers shall be provided as required by Section 91 6307 
of this Code.

Sec. 22. Subparagraph (2) of Paragraph (b) of Subdivision 17 of Subsection A 
of Section 12.21 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(2) For any main building on a lot in the RA, RE, RS, R1, and RD 
Zones, the above required side yard or the side yard required by the zone 
in whlcn the lot is located, whichever requirement is greater, shall be 
increased one foot for each increment of ten feet or fraction thereof above 
the first 18 feet of height of the main building

Sec 23 Sub-Subparagraph (ii) of Subparagraph (6) of Paragraph (a) of 
Subdivision 20 of Subsection A of Sect:on 12.21 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

(ii) Pursuant to Section 12.24 W 49 of this Code, the 
decision-maker may allow use of an alternate detailed plan and 
specifications for landscaping and screening, including plantings, 
fences, walls, sign and structural applications, manufactured 
devices and other features designed to screen, camouflage and 
Duffer antennas, poles and accessory uses, The antenna and 
supporting structure or monopole shall be of a design and treated 
with an architectural material so that it is camouflaged to resemble 
a tree with a single trunk and branches on its upper part, or shall be 
designed using other similar stealth techniques.

Sec. 24 The Maps in Section 12.21.3 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code are 
deleted.

Sec. 25. The first unnumbered paragraph of Section 12.21.5 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

Within the boundanos of the Centers Study areas designated on Maps 
numbered 1 through 3 and 5 through 28 in Council File Nos. 86-0958, 86-0957, 85
0193 and 84-1554. the height district limitations set forth beiow in Subsections A 
through F shall apply.

Sec. 26. The Maps in Section 12.21.5 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code are 
deleted.
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Sec. 27. Sub-subparagraph (i) of Subparagraph (10) of Paragraph (a) of 
Subdivision 23 of Subsection A of Section 12.22 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

(i) Landscaping - Setback. A landscaped, planted area 
having a minimum inside width of five feet shall be required along 
all street frontages of the lot and on the perimeters of all parking 
areas of the lot or lots which abut a residential zone or use.

Notwithstanding the above, in the Downtown Business 
District as defined in Section 12.21 A 4 (i) of this Code, a 
landscape (planted) area having a minimum inside width of five feet 
shall be required on the perimeters of all parking areas of the lot 
which abut a residential zone or use.

Sec. 28. Subdivision 10 of Subsection C of Section 12.22 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal code is amended to read:

10. Roar Yard - Includes One-Half Alley. Except in the RS, R1, RU, RZ,
RMP, and R2 Zones, in computing the depth of a rear yard where the rear yard 
opens onto an alley or in the RW Zone onto a court of not more than 30 feet in 
width, one-half the width of the alley or court may be assumed to be a portion of 
the required rear yard.

Sec. 29. The first unnumbered paragraph of Paragraph (b) of Subdivision 16 of 
Subsection X of Section 12.24 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(b) Procedures. An application pursuant to this subdivision involving a 
nonconforming use shall follow the procedures for variances set forth in 
Section 12.27 C of this Code, except to the extent an additional appeal is 
permitted to City Council. The Zoning Administrator may waive the public 
hearing if the applicant has secured the approval for the reconstruction from the 
owners of all properties abutting, across the street or alley from, or having a 
common comer with the subject property. If that approval is obtained from the 
surrounding property owners, the Zoning Administrator may waive the public 
hearing if the administrator makes the following written findings:

Sec. 30. The first sentence of Paragraph (a) of Subdivision 1 of Subsection E of 
Section 12.26 is amended by breaking it into two sentences to read:

(a) A certificate of occupancy for a new building or the enlargement or 
alteration of an existing building shall.be applied for coincident with the 
application for a building permit. The certificate of occupancy shall be issued 
after the request for it has been made in writing to the Superintendent of Building
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after the erection, enlargement or alteration of the building or part of the building 
has been completed in conformity with the provisions of these regulations.

Sec. 31. Subsection J of Section 12.27 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code Is 
amended to read:

J. Time for Appellate Decision, "he Area Planning Commission shall make its 
decision within 75 days after the expiration of the appeal period. The 75 day time limit 
to act on an appea1 may be extended by mutual written consent of the applicant and the 
Area Planning Commission. If the Area Planning Commission fails to act within this 
time limit, the action of the Zoning Administrator on the matter shall be final, except as 
provided in Sutsechon N below.

Sec. 32. The first sentence of Subsection S of Section 12 27 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

If the use authorized by any vanance granted by ordinance, or by decision of the 
Zoning Administrator, the Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or the 
City Council is cr has been abandoned or discontinued for a period of six months, or 
the conditions of the variance have not been complied with, the Director, upon 
knowledge of this fact, may give notice to the record owner or lessee cf the real 
property affected to appear at a time and place fixed by the Director and show cause 
why the ordinance or decision granting the variance should not be repealed or 
rescinded, as the case may be.

Sec 33. Paragraph (e) of Subdivision 2 of Subsection G of Section 12.32 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read: . .

(e) Certificate of Occupancy. Property shall remain in a temporary (Q) 
Qualified classification for the period of time provided in Paragraph (f) of this 
subsection or until a Certificate of Occupancy is issued by the Superintendent of 
Building for one or more of the uses first permitted by the Qualified zone 
ordinance. The Superintendent of Building shall notify the Director of the 
issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy. Once the Certificate of Occupancy is 
issued: (i) the (Q) Qualified classification shall no longer be considered 
temporary; (ii) the parentheses shall be removed from the designation; and (iii) 
the new zone designation shall become finally effective and shall be placed on 
the appropriate City records with the symbol "Q" being a permanent part of the 
symbol designation; for example QR3-1. All applicable limitations and/or 
standards within the Qualified classification ordinance shall thereafter be 
considered to apply permanently to the specific uses. The temporary Qualified 
classification and the accompanying conditions that have become permanent 
and are shown with brackets shall have the same status as those that have 
become permanent, but shown with neither parenthesis nor brackets.
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Sec. 34. Subparagraph (2) of Paragraph (a) of Subdivision 3 of Subsection Q of 
Section 12.32 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(2) Conditional Approval or Denial. Notwithstanding 
Subdfvision 2 (a) of this subsection, a vesting zone change may be 
conditioned or denied if the City Planning Commission or the City Council 
determines:

Sec. 35. Subdivision 1 of Subsection C of Section 12.36 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

1. Except as provided in Subdivision 2 below, if a project requires at least 
one quasi-judicial approval and at least one legislative approval all of the 
applications shall be considered by the City Planning Commission. The 
procedures used for consideration of initial decisions and any appeals of all of 
the required approvals will be those set forth in Section 12.32 B through D. 
However, if the Commission fails to act on a quasi-judicial application or appeal, 
which is a part of a multiple approval, then the quasi-judicial action shall be 
transferred to the City Council without a recommendation for a decision. If a 
project requires a plan amendment, not withstanding the time limits set forth in 
Section 12.32 B through D, the time limit in which the Council must act on all 
applications shall run from the time the Council receives the Mayor's 
recommendation or the time for the mayor to act expires.

Sec. 36. The first sentence of Subsection D of Section 12.36 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:

If a project subject to Subsections B or C of this section also requires a tract map 
or parcel map approval by the Advisory Agency, that subdivision approval and any 
appeals shall be decided and governed by the rules applicable to subdivision approvals 
as set forth in Article 7 cf this chapter.

Sec. 37. Subsection E of Section 12.36 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

E. Projects Requiring Multiple Approvals, Including Director Approval. If a 
project requires more than one approval by the Zoning Administrator and the Area 
Planning Commission or the City Planning Commission and also requires an approval 
by the Director, all the applications shall be decided by either the Area Planning 
Commission or the City Planning Commission, whichever Commission has jurisdiction 
over at least one of the approvals, as provided in Subsections B, C or D of this section. 
The procedure used for consideration of initial decisions and any appeals of the 
required approvals shall be those set forth in Subsections B, C or D of this section. 
However, if a public benefit approval is combined with a quasi-judicial approval, but 
neither a legislative nor a subdivision approval is also required, then the initial decision-:
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makar shall be the City Planning Commission and the appellate body shall be the City 
Council.

Sec 38. The definition of "Los Angeles City Oil Field Area" in Subsection B of 
Section 13.01 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

"Los Angeles City Oil Field Area" shall mean all land in the City within
the areas identified on the maps in Ordinance No. 156,166 located in Council
File No. 80-3951 and shall include all oil producing zones beneath those areas
but no deeper than the third zone beneath the surface of the earth.

Sec. 39. The Maps in Subdiv ision 4 of-Subsection D of Section 13 01 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code are deleted.

Sec. 40. Subsection D of Section 13.02 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

0. Other Districts. In add'tion to the districts established by Subsection C of 
this section, other districts within which animal slaughtering is permitted and the 
conditions applying thereto shall be subject to the approval of deveiopment plans by the 
Administrator.

Sec. 41. Subdivision 1 of Subsection D cf Section 13 02 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Cede is deleted.

Sec 42. Subsection B of Section 13.10 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

B. Establishment of Districts. The procedures set forth in Section 12.32 S 
shall be followed except that each Fence Height District (FH) shall include only lots 
which are in residential zones, and shall not include lots which are in Hillside Areas, in 
the Coastal Zone, in Historic Preservation Overlay Zones, or in Specific Plan Areas.

Sec. 43. Subparagraph (13) of Paragraph (a) of Subdivision 2 of Subsection A 
of Section 14.00 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

(13) A solid, decorative, masonry or wrought iron wall or fence at 
least six feet in height, or the maximum height permitted by the zone, 
whichever is less. The wall or fence encircles the periphery of the 
property ^nd does not extend into the required front yard setback; and

Sec. 44. Subdivision 2 of Subsection D of Secuon 16.05 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code is amended to read:
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2. Any development project with a still-valid discretionary approval, 
including but not limited to those listed in Subsection B 2 of this section, shall be 
exempt from site plan review only if the applicable decision-making oody 
determines in writing that the prior discretionary approval, and the required 
environmental review, considered significant aspects of the approved project’s 
design (such as, but not limited to, building location, height, density, use, 
parking, access) and that the existing environmental documentation under the 
California Environmental Quality Act is adequate for the issuance of the present 
permit in light of the conditions specified in Section 21166 of the California Public 
Resources Code The Department of City Planning may require supplements to 
the environmental documentation to maintain its currentness. The Director is 
authorized to establish procedures to process determinations required under this 
subdivision.

Sec 45. The second unnumbered paragraph of Subdivision 5 of Subsection E 
of Section 16.50 of the Los An.geies Municipal Code is amended to read:

An applicant requesting approval of a proposed modification to a project 
shall do so in writing. The request shall include an illustrated descnption of the 
proposed modification and a narrative justification Written proof that a 
modification is required by a public agency shall be suomitted with the request. 
Copies of all materials submitted in connection with the request shall be 
transmitted to the design review board for its information at the time the request 
is submitted to the Planning Department. There shall be no fee for a review of a 
modification required by a public agency An applicant may also request a minor 
modification which is not required by a public agency. In that case, a fee shall be 
paid pursuant to Subdivision 2 (e) of this subsection

Sec. 46. The sixth unnumbered paragraph of Subsection A of Section 17.03 of 
the Los.Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

If the final decision-maker imposes a condition as part of an action on a 
related application that differs from a condition of approval on a tentative tract 
map, then the Advisory Agency shall have the authority to make the tract maD 
conditions consistent with the final decision-maker’s action

Sec 47. Subdivisions 3, 4 and 5 of Subsection A of Section 17.06 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code are amended to read:

3. Appeal to the Appeal Board. The subdivider, the Mayor, any 
member of the City Council, or any other interested person adversely affected by 
the proposed subdivision may appeal any action of the Advisory Agency with 
respect to the tentative map or the kind, nature or extent of the improvement 
required to tne Appeal Board.
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Appeals to the Appeal Board snail be filed in duplicate, in a public office of 
the Department of City Planning on forms provided for that purpose within ten 
days of the date of mailing of the written decision of the Advisory Agency and 
shall be accompanied by the fee required in Section 19.02 of this Code No 
appeal shall be considered filed until the form has been properly completed and 
all information required by it has been submitted. The completed appeal form 
and file shall then immediately be transmitted to the Appeal Board Secretary for 
a public hearing before the Appeal Board.

The Appeal Board, upon notice to the subdivider, the appellant and the 
Advisory Agency, shall hear the appeal within 3G days after it is fileo, unless the 
subdivider consents to an extension of time pursuant to Subdivision 5 of this 
subsection. At the time established for the hearing, the Appeal Board shall hear 
the testimony of the subdivider, the appellant, the Advisory Agency and any 
witnesses on their behalf. The Appeal Board may also hear the testimony of 
other competent persons with respect to the character of the neighborhood in 
which the subdivision is to be located, the kind, nature and extent of 
improvements, the quality or kinds of development to which the area is best 
adapted or any other phase of the matter into which the Appeal Board may 
desire to inquire.

Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Appeal Board snail within ten days 
render its decision on the appeal based upon the testimony and documents 
produced before it. It may susiain, modify, reject or overrule any 
recommendations or ruling of the Advisory Agency, and shall make findings 
consisient with the provisions of this article and the Subdivision Map Act.

Failure to Act If at the end of the time limit specified in this subsection or 
at the end of any extension of time pursuant to subdivision 5 of this subsection, 
the Appeal Board fails xo act, the appeal shall be deemed denied; the decision 
from which the appeal was taken shall be deemed affirmed and an appeal may 
be filed and taken io the City Council pursuant to Subdivision 4 below.

4. Appeal to Council. The subdivider, tne Mayor, any member of the 
City Council, the Advisory Agency, or any other interested person adversely 
affected by the proposed subdivision may appeal any action of the Appeal Board 
with respect to the tentative map or the kinds, nature or extent of the 
improvements required by the Appeal Board to the City Council.

Appeals to the City Council shall be filed in duplicate, in a public office of 
the Department of City Planning on the forms provided for that purpose within 
ten days of the date of mailing of the written decision of the Appeal Board and 
shall be accompanied by the fee required in Section 19.02 of this Code. No 
appeal shall be considered filed until the form has been properly completed and 
ail information required by it has been submitted. The completed appeal form
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ana file shall then immediately be transmitted to the City Clerk for a public 
hearing before the City Council.

The City Council shall hear the appeal within 30 days after it is filed, 
unless the subdivider consents to an extension of time pursuant to Subdivision 5 
of this subsection. The Council shall give notice of the hearing to the subdivider, 
the appellant, the Appeal Board and the Advisory Agency. At the time 
established for the hearing, the Council or its Committee shall hear the testimony 
of the subdivider, the appellant, the Advisory Agency and any witnesses on their 
behalf. The City Council may also hear the testimony of other competent 
persons with respect to the character of the neighborhood in which the 
subdivision is to be located, the kind, nature and extent of improvements, the 
quality or kinds of aeveiopment to which the area is best adapted or any other 
phase of the matter into which the City Council may desire to inquire

Upon conclusion of the hearing, the City Council shall within ten days 
render its decision on the appeal based upon the testimony and documents 
produced before it. The City Council may sustain, modify, reject or overrule any 
recommendations or rulings of the Appeal Eoard and shall make findings 
consistent with the provisions of this article and the Subdivision Map Act.

If at the end of the time limit specified in this subsection, or at the end of 
any extension of time pursuant to Subdivision 5 of this subsection, the City 
Council fails to act, the appeal shall be deemed denied and the decision from 
which the appeal was taken shall be deemed affirmed. It shall be the duty of the 
City Clerk to issue the decision.

5. Extension of Time. Any of the time limits specified in this section may 
be extended by mutual consent of the subdivider and the Advisory Agency, the 
Appeal Board or the City Council, as the case may be

Sec. 48. Subsection F of Section 17,52 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
deleted.

Sec. 49. Subsection A of Section 17.54 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

A. Procedure.

Appeal to Appeal Board. An applicant or any other person claiming to be 
aggrieved by an action or determination of the Advisory Agency witn respect tc a 
preliminary Parcel Map, certificate or conditional certificate of compliance pursuant to 
California Government Code Section 66499.35 or an exemption from the Parcel Map 
regulations pursuant to Section 17 50 B 3 (c) of this Code may, within a period of 15
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days after the date of mailing of the decision of the Advisory Agency, appeal to the 
Appeal Board for a public hearing. Appeals to the Appeal Board shall be filed in 
duplicate in a public office of the Department of City Planning on forms provided for that 
purpose and shall be accompanied by the fees required in Section 19.02 of this Code. 
The appeal shall not be considered as having been filed unless and until the form has 
been property completed and all information required by it has been submitted. The 
complete appeal form and file shall then immediately be transmitted to the Appeal 
Board Secretary for hearing before the Appeai Board.

The Appeal Board, upon notice to the applicant, the person claiming to be 
aggrieved, if any, and the Advisory Agency, shall hear the appeal within 30 days after 
the expiration of the 15-day appeal period unless the applicant consents to an 
extension of time pursuant to Subsection B of this section. At the time established fcr 
the healing, the Appeal Board shall hear the testimony of the applicant and witnesses 
in his/her behalf, the testimony of any aggrieved porsons, if there are any, and the 
testimony of the Advisory Agency and any witnesses on its behalf. The Appeal Board 
may also hear the testimony of other competent persons respecting the character of the 
neighborhood in which the division of land is to be located, the kinds, nature and extent 
of improvements, the quality or kinds of development to which the area is best adapted 
or any other relevant phase of the matter into which the Appeai Board may desire to 
inquire.

Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Appeal Board shall within 14 days declare 
findings based upon the testimony and documents produced before it. It may sustain, 
modify, reject or overrule any recommendation or oiling of the Advisory Agency and 
may make findings consistent with applicable provisions of this article.

Failure to Act If at the end of the time limit specified in this subsection or at the 
end of any extension of time pursuant to Subsection 3 of this section, the Appeal Board 
fails to act, the appeal shall be deemed denied and the decision from which the appeal 
was taken shall be deemed affirmed.

Sec. 50. Subsection A of Section 41.50 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended by deleting the numbering of paragraphs within this subsection.

Sec. 51. Subsection 2 of Section 91.6218.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
is amended to read:

2. No portion of an off-site sign or sign support structure shall be located
in that half of a lot located farthest from the street frontage when resicfentially
zoned property is located to tne rear of that street frontage.

Sec. 52. Table 62-C cf Division 62 of Article 1 of Chapter IX of the City of 
Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended by changing the heading in the second 
“Proposed Sign" column from “80 sq. ft. to 330 sq. ft." to read “80 sq. ft. to 300 sq. ft"
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Sec. 53. Section S 1.5305.1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to
read

91.6305.1. Light Ali parKmg garages serving dwelling units or guest rooms shall be 
provided with an incandescent light buib (minimum of 60 watts) or other artificial light at 
a max'mjm height of e:ght feet (2438 mm) and shall provide a minimum average 
surface illumination of 0.2 footcandies (2.15 (x) at floor level. Where, in any specific 
case, different sections of the Los Angeles Municipal Code specify different 
requirements, the most restrictive shall govern.

Sec. 54. The second sentence of the first unnumbered paragraph of Section 
91.8607 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

Owners of all lots developed with an apartment house shall provide lights and locks or 
metal bars or grilles that comply with the provisions of Sections 12.21 A 5 (k),
91.6304.2, 91.6305 and Division 67 of this Code in any of the following circumstances:

Sec. 55. Section 97.0201 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended by 
adding a second “Exception" to read.

Exception: No license shall be required to operate any Mobile crane with 
a boom lengtn of 25 feet or more or a maximum rated load capacity of 
15,000 pounds or more.

Sec. 56. The second unnumbered paragraph of Subdivision 4 of Subsection C 
of Section 151.09 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is amended to read:

Therefore, notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, if 
tne termination of tenancy is based on the ground set forth In Subdivision 10 of 
Subsection A of this section, then the following provisions apply:

Sec. 57 Subsection I of Section 151.09 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended in its entirety to read

f. If the termination of tenancy was based on the grounds set forth in 
Subdivisions 8 or 10 of Subsection A of this section, the landlord shall file with 
the Department a declaration on a form prescribed by the Department within ten 
calendar days of the re-rental of the rental unit. This declaration shall indicate 
the address of the rental unit, the date of the re-rental, the amount of rent being 
charged to the current tenant, the name of the current tenant and such further 
information as requested by the Department.

Sec. 58. Subsection K of Section 151.09 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
repealed.
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Sec. 59. Subsection E of Section 152.06 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is 
amended to read:

E. A landlord may choose to place a tenant’s rent and any other required 
payments in an escrow account. All costs of opening and maintaining the escrow 
account shall be borne by the landlord. Monies deposited into the escrow account shall 
be distributed in accordance with guidelines or regulations established by the 
Commission. The cost of opening an escrow account is not recoverable under Section 
151.07 Aid of this Code.

(111211)
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Sec. 60. The City Clerk shall certify to the passage of this ordinance and have it 
published in accordance with Council policy, either in a daily newspaper circulated 
in the City of Los Angeles or by posting for ten da/s in three public places in the City of 
Los Angeles: one copy on the bulletin board located in the Main Street lobby to the City 
Hall; one copy on the bulletin board at the Main Street entrance to Los Angeles City 
Hall East; and one copy on the bulletin board located at the Temple Street entrance to 
the Los Angeles County Hall of Records.

. I hereby certify tnat this ordinance was passed by the Council of the City' of 
Los Angeles, at its meeting of_____________________________________ .

FRANK T. MARTINEZ, City Clerk

By
Deputy

Approved

Mayor

Approved as to Form and Legality

Rockard J. Delgadilio. City Attamey

f SHAROMSIEDORF I/ ^HARONjSIEDORF CARDENAS 
Assistant City Attorney

Date AUG 2 4 2055

Pursuant to Charter Section 559,1 approve 
this ordinance on behstf of tho City Planning 
Commission and recommend 
it be adopted...........

August Xb 2005

see atl.

CdHHCTVE 
Dtiector of Punning

File NO. CF 99-1800 d. 01-0760; CPT 99-0435
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The Honorable Rockard J. Deigadillo
City Attorney
Room 700, City Hall East

Stop 140

Attention: Sharon Sledorf Cardenas
Assistant City Attorney

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE LOS ANGEL ES ADMINISTRATIVE CODE AND MUNICIPAL 
CODES TO MAKE VARIOUS TECHNICAL AND CLARIFYING CHANGES

On May 26,2005, your office transmitted a letter and draft ordinance making various technical and 
clarifying changes to the Administrative and Municipal Codes in conformance with the Council's 
previous actions stemming from the Charter and incorporating additional technical changes. These 
additional technical and clarifying changes have been incorporated in to this ordinance to meet the 
Intent of the original City Planning Commission and City Council reports to provide internal 
consistency. Subsequently, th,8 City Attorney has prepared a revised draft ordinance stemming 
from the Charter and Incorporating additional technical corrections.

Environmental Impact

The subject ordinance was determined to be exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) under Article II. Section 2, Subsection (m) of the Los Angeles City California Environmental 
Quality Act Guidelines, the adoption this ordinance is enabling legislation and will have no impact 
on the physical environment

Findincs

1. In accordance with Charter Section 556, that the subject ordinance Is in substantial 
conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the City's General Plan. 
The proposed ordinance makes technical and clarifying changes to the Administrative and 
Municipal Code provisions. The technical corrections clarifies language or correct errors 
in order to continue to implement the Charter by creating clear and consistent rules for 
processing of applications and is an effective means of implementing the City’s General 
Plan and zoning regulations; and



2. In accordance with Charter Section 558 (b) (2) the subject ordinance makes technical and 
clarifying changes tc the Administrative and Municipal Code will have no adverse effect 
upon the General Plan, specific plans or any other plans being prepared by the Department 
of City Planning. The subject ordinance does not change the general plan, specific plans 
or any other plans, rather the ordinarce clarifies procedures relating to the applications for 
entitlements and other matters processed through the Department of City Planning.

Further, tne subject ordinance implements the City Wide General Plan Framework 
Element Economic Development Objective 7.4 * to improve the provision of governmental 
services, expedite the administrative processing of development applications’ in order to 
‘develoD and maintain a streamlinea development review process to assure the City's 
competitiveness with the... region* (policy 7.4.1) and objective 7 8. “maintain and improve 
municipal service levels throughout the city to support current residents quality of life and 
enable Los Angeles to be competitive when attracting new development", and

3. In accordance with Charter Section 558 (b) (2), that the subject ordinance is in substantial 
conformance with the public necessity, convenience, genera! welfare and good zoning 
practice In that is provisions, which recognize current development constraints and practices 
makes and amends the Municipal Code to be mora in conformity with them, making It easier 
for everyone to understand and utilize the provisions of the Code. Further, the ordinance 
clarifies aDparent Internal discrepancies and provides consistency within the Municipal 
Code; and

4. That the ordinance is exempt from the requirements of tne California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) and City guidelines for tho implementation thereof, pursuant to 
Article II, Section 2, Subsection (m) of the City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines, 
that enactment of this ordinance constitutes enabling legislation and will have no impact 
on the physical environment.

Charter Section 559

For the foregoing reasons and as provided under the authority of Charter Section 559 and City Plan 
Case No. 13505-A, I find that my action conforms with all applicable portions of the General Plan 
and with the January 27,2000 action of the City Planning Commission implementing tne provisions 
of the enacted City Charter, and I, therefore, approve this ordinance (attached) and recommend 
that it be adopted by the City Council.

CON HOWE 
Director of Planni

Robert Janovid 
Chief Zoning Administrator
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December 21, 1966 .
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Los Angeles County Grand Jury for 1$6J 
5U8 Hall of Justice '
Los Angeles, California .90012

Planning Committee

In. accordance with Council Rules, communication from the 

Los Angeles County Grand Jury for 19o6s submitting 

zoning study report on zoning case in West Valley section 

and recommending that study be made in zoning matters, 

was referred to the Planning Committee „

City Cleric

Inn



' ZONING STUDY RjEFOhT 8c RECOMMENDATIONS SB& fil jSBr-
. _ • "" ^ 1 ~ * 31 ~"p : ^ I “ * 1 5 : - _ ' :• .

. - Oii November 2Z, 1966, this Grand Jury completed its investigation with respect

1 to a complex; zoning case in the ‘West Valley section of Los--Angeles . The evidence

-. before us indicated that a developer had represented to his partners that he could .
* . - * . * * ^ * ** 
secure favorable zoning treatment from the Gity of Los Angeles in .exchange for -

- ' payment of monies. While this jury could not legally conclude that such monies

wfere actually paid for the very, favorable-zoning obtained by the developer, there

.were many circumstances in the'case that caused us grave concern,'' Mainly,- this

body heard evidence indicating that the"zoning so.ught in this case' had adverse 
.’■**•** ** * * “

' -'recomnifepdatiotis from every city agency that considered, the application from its 
’ ' * _ '• . * * . * * * * * _ " ’• 

inception arid, yet, when the matter was finally appealed to the Los Angeles Gity

Council, the developer was successful in reversing all .of these agencies that had

previously considered .the applicati.pnc As a''result of our concern generated by •

- .this case/ We- undertook a supplemental zoning study and heard .testimony from.* ' ; • - • * * ’ - *• * . * *
- -• - . - r \ . -•

- several knowledgeable and informed persons j.ri the field of zoning. [We regretfully

report that .evidence we heard demonstrated that influence can and has been and

in afl. probability will be exerted through the medium of campaign contributions,

political obligations and friendships^ This Grand Jury feels that it might be of .

assistance "to issue certain recommendations as a result of conclusions reached
_ * '

. from considering this evidence,- Therefore, in the spirit of hope for continuing 

progress in the field of efficient and honest government practlce.s at .a ll levels and 

in all fields," the following recommendations are made: • "

DECEMBER 211966 is £uMS:,



■ *' , • l*. .• -That specialises in the field, of zojie prbbletns.-who have been identified
. ..'• •• : .• ‘ v •• • • - ;t

- •• • • •. -- - ... • 
- ! • hy various terms-su.cH as- Iahdjppns.uLfcants;. expediters, zoning advisors,;

' ' : . '!• ■ • ' . . ’ : ' "l - -
V etc,., he'required to registfer;as4 practitioners in'that line ‘of work and ■

" . . — _ — .. — . ' - * w ^ - “ “ * # «. — . “ “ ^ t *. - ” f . ». . "* . . A ■ * -

*‘ /-that 'c.ertaiii miniTnal e&icai standards be ep .tab Li 6 bed for 'the ■ conduct .*-/ .
♦ -V. . .* - * * , ' '** ‘ . *• '. * • * - /• . * * ** - * **. -iV .. * ‘

, - .*/

■-*' . of fhtir-affairs.-. It .appears that .these rrien perform a-valuabLe-functlOn • .

•• !" ‘ : - ' ' • •' - '

:. for persons desiring land-zoning changes.,. but that representation is
* . * • . * -. * * * - * * . * *•’*••*■ ."" .:•.

• totally; unregulated ^uid that* comxhtudty* interests would be better served4 /’.. . ; * .-M *'-•.** *'..** • :•*. *' *'«*’.• * ‘ • -
•• *. . % - .* . ... .* * -_ • . . .. • , . ... . - .

- . - byknowiedge-of-Wno. perfo'rmsthes.e types of services, wheri their ■
. 'i’.’ *-* : 1 - ’i .- . -* * -*.— *• . ^ . * . a n * * . ’ • .* - * •*.*• . J

V sefvic.es-afe-.p.effofmed ajadby.vdiom they ar.e employed.- ,
A-r%y V-- . . : .'.A-.- A.-’b- ' 1- ; A:- '■* "-5-

: t. r.y ■- --AAV
V .‘v

. .. - -**' * ' .

- / ••

■

2. While there is rip doubt that the -zdjiing- and classification of property is
r . . * - .•.**-*•**'.** - . . -' * * . / ‘

---a- .corpplex field encompassing, a multitude .of applicable laws, it is 

nonetheless a.'function of government that-should a|lr>waii individual 

•. - pvhier an Opportunity tp apply fpr desired zoning without necessarily 

employing a speciaJis.t to represent'Mm-at great additional coste It 

. - - ' would-appear compatible with sound goverximental practices tp pro-.

'. . vide' ample public Information through knowledgeable - governmental .
■-

- eithplpyees to that individual S eeking. a zoning change by his pwn individ
' \ " ** '* * - *.“-•.***.** : * . ‘ . - . - •'**•*•; * ; . * • • - * * * -* -. ' * . * . - *:
• * ual'efforts. '.This information-should minimally include .advice on ap-
■': -a/' ■ y.;-’ • •-/ -. •.: •’. '

- -plicable standards and guidance jtn the procedures to be followed in. .

v • ‘4 • • \ ‘ ‘ 'prosecuting an application.

©
'‘A’*

3.J While we discuss zoning as a general tetin, we,', of course, also wish " - .
*. -

to include different forms of zoning which would embrace Conditional' .'

Use Permits; The evidence before-us .indicates that in most forms
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S'-. n
of-zoning reclai.sifica.tLon, -the Mayor, as an elected public official, '

* . . . • ’ * . * * . . * •
" : _ * * _ * . * „

_ has veto power. However, in a Conditional Use Permit no'such veto "•

power exists and the ruling of the City Council is final. It is, there-

•fore, recommended that appropriate legislation be passed to authorize

. veto power on the part of the elected executive officer of the city on
* # * ' . t • ‘ * * * *
all property- reclassification cases and that such'an additional check

and balance would serve an the best interes.t of the.ccmmunity.' - .
*. * _ * t > .

.Evidence further disclosed that rulings of the Board of Zoning Adjust-- 

m-er.ts -are -final and not appealable other than by expensive recourse . . 

to-the courts. .It is submitted that the interests of the community • .

would be better.served if the /tilling of'this agency were appealable tc
1 - • * , . • •- - - ‘ *" . . • - ' . . • . ' -

the .City Council with veto po’wer by the' Mayor, and it is so recom- ‘ -

' mended. •* ' -

-- - - - - ' - 1 . « - - . . .*

4. A- growing area of concern in all lev.els of government has been in the

- ' field of conflicts of interest, that is, where ari official called upon to

' •• =act la a given field might have some interest in that field which would

,. inhibit that official from acting in a wholly objective and unimluenced

. manner. Certainly, the field of zoning administration ranks high as

a field of governmental activity calling for regulation of;the officials
* - * . : '

. . . . ‘ :practicing in said field to be free of any conflicting interest* For *
*• ’ * - * * * ... - *. - . : ‘ * *.***- * . . • .*

one example, it is certainly plain to see the disservice to the public '

* interest if an official called upon to vote on some zoning matter,

i
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- passage of which.' wo.uld obviously enhance the value.of surrounding .

' -land, did, in fact, own an interest in some of that-surrounding land.

Therefore, it is recommended the immediately-.upon appointment and/ 

-or election, whichever applies, and every six months thereafter while.

on the City Planning Commission, Board of Zoning Adjustments; or
.*. ’ • ■ _ * . " *

City Council, each member of those bodies shall file a sworn .affidavit- 

■with the Mayor and City Attorney of .Los* Angeles listing ail real estate
• . * i

- • ’ . •

properties; -their .location,, zone and use, in which he has any direct
; * . * * ,

.or beneficial interest and any part of which, are. within the city limits 

of Los Angeles or within five hundred feet.outside its borders, except •

- - that only his percentage ownership of total stock-outstanding need be * 

reported in companies owning more than ten parcel's of land so located. 

These lists shall be confidential'and for official'reference of the Mayor 

and City Attorney and any duly authorized law enforcement agenpy only, 

unless clear cause has been demonstrated for iridire.ct refex-ence to or

- release of the lists in-whole or in part by the City Attorney, The lists

submitted,by each member of the City Planning Commission} Board of

• ' - * - - . - - - - • - 
Zoning Adjustments, and City Council shall be returned to him within

_ ten days after he no longer serves on the Commission,. . -

In the spirit of promoting greater public knowledge and awareness of. 

what different governmental units are doing, it is recommended that 

except in public meetings or in the regular giover.nmer.fal-offices of .

• tbe City Planning Department and City Council in City Hall, discussion 

of zone changes by applicants, their representatives, and other directly



. - interested parties- with members of the City-Planning Commission and 

. members of .the City Council, be incorporated as part of the Brown Act

6. - At any formal hearing wherein the advisability of granting, changing,

' or modifying zoning is.Under consideration, both the proponents and.

' opponents shall be-placed under oath. • .. . .

7-» ’ TKe applicant shall, under penalty of perjury/ file' with the- City Clerk
• •• . ,

* ' . • * * . * _ * *.

- a detailed list of any campaign contributions made or promised to any

• . elected official who may vote on the application;, said affidavit-xnus r
* . . - - - - • - ■ • • •■ ' ' ' - -. -

■ be made at leash-five days before the hearing and rhust .be a part of .
... . ' - ' : . . " ’ , . .

- • the file'. ' ' . - ' " • - ■

U - .Finally* 'in view.of our concern oyer the'evidence in-the'case which
: ; . '* . * . . ' . . * s * . ; 1 . . / - .

' . gave rise to this zone study, to wit rejection qf the fconing application

.; untii.it was finally passed upon at the Councilmanic level, it is re com-
• . * - ' ' . * * *. . . * - - - ‘ ; ‘ * . *

mended that when the recommendation of the City Planning Commission

-' on any matter before i.t under the provisions-of the City Charter is

1). in .accordance with the Master Plan adopted by. the Commission,: and

. •' 2)- substantially the.'same ac the recommendation of the City Planning
* • . • ••• - -

^Department to'the Commission,' a four-fifths vote of the City Council .

shall be required to reject the recommendation of jhe Commission; •- - \ \ • . ’ - * * "
.* - ■ . . * .. • . . ”

. or, if the zoning requested is-1} pot ini accord with the Master Plan ' -
• *,! . * * - ’ *”• •* *. * * •* * *-* - _

adopted by the .Commirsioh, and 2). the application is .rejected by the.
*. ;

Planning Department and the Planning Commission, a four-fifths vote, 

of the City Council should be required to reverse the rejection of the



/
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City Planning Department and the" City Planning Commission.

6.

. CONCLUSION: In conclusion! tie Grand Jury has heard much evidence that

demonstrates existing wrongs in the field of zoning, ad ministration which are. .. ' - . - - # -

" "• * ' . ‘ ^ t . _ ;* *

. -subject to correction. Yet our'study was'one limited to evidence growing out of

- only .one case. It is .apparent that a projected and in-depth study of this field is

not" only overdue, but one which would be invaluable to the interests of our com
* - , * * *

.munity. . It is our recommendation that such'a study-he undertaken as soon as
■ - ■ • ■ -- i . ■-*

possible. While it is-not within our purview to se.t forth guidelines for such a 
*. * * * -

study, common sense dictates that such a study should be undertaken by an agency

which is in no way answerable to any of the city.agencies which are objects of the
. _ * . - ' ’ . _ « *- -

'" study itself. - . .* _ _


